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WELCOMING) REMARKS

-Orian Crittenden

A

is a plehsure for me to welcome you to La Tiobe

Univers-al', 'for this Conference on bilingual Education.

Marta Rado has kindly invited me to make some introdudtory

remarks. I would liWe to.ehank her for this opportunity
o

and to congratulate her on organAding tfie, Conf rence.

.

Although the tfieme is not one on which I can' claim

any expert knowledge, it does involve, or closely relates

to, a number of'issues with which I am more .familiar.

would like to' mention briefly three broad groups of such,.

issues.
0.0
/

The first group includes philosophical questions in

which the nature of langu ge is of central concern. Foi-

example, what account do le give of Mean).ng?, What

1
4

relationship do-we see by wren lang age and the acquisition

and use of concepts? Wh9re do we s nd in relation, to the

contempoiary version of the rationalist-empiricist debate

between the Chomskyites and the Skinnerians? That the

answer one gives to these questiAs does make a practical

difference for the. teaching of language, is conspicuously.

cloar.inBereiter and Engelmann's book, Teaching Disadvantaged

-
Children in the Pre-School. In their proposed language,

teaching program, the authors reflecesimplistic reference

2. '

2
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theory of meaning, subacribp to abstractionism as an

adequate account of hoconCepts" are learned,_,Amd_agopt
.

an incrementAl'step-by-step conditioning proc ure.

Another question belonging to this first group

-refers to the significance of language as a human activity.

Is it megely an instrument for communication, and.in this

function useful mainly for discursive,thought? Or does

the use of language have afar more pervasive and fundamental

role? Without attempting to elaborate, I would suggest the

following claims: (1) . Man is distinguished by the kindyof

'language he posaessest the symbolic context that

distinguishes all specifically huMan behaviour would be

impdpsible without
a

language through which presentlnd

particular experience can be related to.hat is remote and

general'or universal. (Jonahho Bennett has argued that

IP
the ability to employ language of this kind is precisely

\ what rationality consists in. (Bennett,.1964) Itis also in,

the use of such languge that hurrildn peingslcan achieve what

we mean by 'understanding'.) '(2) Rational thought aria

thus human. language have an integral place. in the whole4 .
s . . -/ ,

range-of distinctively human experiences. The dichotomy

fi

of the cognitive and the affective is a radically pernicious

one.'-' (3) The fear ipg of language cannot be detached from

thpcOntext.of the hum n practises in whiCh it functiona.
i" 4

7

' "
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As Julius Kovesi has-;pointed Out;. "language games- are not

word games; they are activities of which language is a

part," (Kovesi 1967, p.42)

4.

One consequence of the, points is that the learning
r

of a language simply asan instrument of formal education
4,7

would seem to have serious shortcotings

The second group of background issues relatingto the

s theme of this Conference concerns normative theory of eduoation.

'Like various dither expredsio4 of the fOrm 'such-and-such '

education', I assume that 'bilingual education' can be

interpreted in a number of wayd. It might refer to certain

areas of study within the general scheme of a curriculum, or

'to a ,distinct total form of education, or 0 the range.of
S

educational issues that arise in the case of those whode home

language is not.the.banguage of the school. Bu4t in these,

.

and tiny other possibilities, it is obvious that some position

.must inevitably-be taken, either implicitly or explicitlyy

on the general nature of educatiA. Assuming that we are

tallsing about the practice of education that involves the
,

)i \
-institution of the school: should education be interpreted'as

4
. V

predomin,ntly .a process of socialisation?
.

Should the school
f

provide a ystematic introduction to the main aspects of

culture, understand.ng 'culture' more or less in the sense

that Matthew Arnold used it, or should the school be pre-'

.`ss

oc;cupied with the iralUes and practices of a lft
.

o ' community?
- ,

9

/,

r
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,.
Is sch9oling to be valued mainly for theincreased social and

economic opportunity it affords? -Should the school be seen

as having an important but limited, role in the total educition

of a human being or should it be a kind_of- omnibus institution?

How one.answerssuCh questions as these will surely make a

diff

'education.

to what one is prepared to say dbout bilingual

."
Finally-, there are aspects of bilingual education that

cannot be resolved without.raiding a range of questions in

. moral and social philosophy. Probabliy the most significant

.issue here is the clash between cultual Pluralism and

integration as social ideals. The great influx of non-English-

speOing migrants to Australia in the past (water Of a century

has raised'thequestion of cultural pluralism heie in a

fundamentally new way.. Apart from the special problem'Of the

relationship between the whites and the aboriginals, pluralism

was associated before this time almost exclusively with

religion. .Certainly this is'true of education; and in this

respect, the prevailing' policy in Australia has been heavily

on the side of integration.

A related controversy is that of, oentralised politicP1
)

control versus the relative autonomy of local communities.

The general character ofeducation±n Australia, both in its

organisation and theory, has of course been monolithic. It

is only very recently that we have

_dangerous experimknt of making the

9

begun the interesting and

political and economic

b.

4".
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'control of education more

diversity and.lobal-initiative.

,

centralised in order to promote

4 .

.

During the past few decades, bOthrceAraliam and
4 .

integration have been attacked for theirrpart in the

deyeiOpment of Wihra t is derlsively called 'Mass cultUres,

be very selective in their examples ofMile. critics tend to

'mash culture', and often seem to assume that divbrsiti is

a good in itself. HoWever, the point is that active

fostering of different cUlturalgroups is-defendedgby aprfea16-
r

inq to prinCiOles of Personal and community freedom and by

arguing that the quality of culture it the Whole society

will benefit from the interaction of diverse cultural

traditions. 'In following these lines of argument, an
/

American writer recently coUcladed that,"e'child should be

taught by educated adults of his own cultural backgroufid

and in,the Language in which his selt
;identification'has

been made." (Itzkaff, 1969..v..145 ) qB..\inder if the

arguments, at least when applied-' in the Australian
, < \

conditions, lead quite as far asthis.' Even if the policy
1 , '

we7e adopted, I also wonder how effective it would be, in

`the Australian conditions' in promoting the vitality of the

migrants' cultural traditions. Itseems to me that these
(

/depend not so much On formal scheOlifig as on the pattern

of life i the whole c ommunity - even to the details of

tox.) e city is resigned.

10.

.6.
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-7 There are'lso moke'diiecdy moral questions: for r:
.. .

exaiaple, Abut relative tightsof.paients-in determining
.

the kind of education their Children should hatre,'"and about
;

the role Of those who.mike.andimplemene policies liAthe'

education of bilingual:children: In relation to the lat#er,

there'ls a difficult path to be. followed, between simply

.--.
.

doing whateVer the parents and members the cultuial.groUp
* :

.

,....J.
..

.

-

Want, and manipulating them into dping what the experts.
.

- .

believe they should.want.'
.

ti

The'various groups of questions which 'I have referred
"..---N

I'
,,, .

to ara, of course, controversial". Assuming i am Oorrect
...._

about their:relevance to the topic of bilingual education, we

may expect to have some lively discupsion and to hear views

that disturb our own assumptiNis. Even if the Conference
'.4 .. .: .

were to do nothing more than this, it would still be a

-worthwhile experience..
.

,----14

,
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2111EIMPLICATIONS OF BILINGUALISM

Marta Redo-

.
. -Introduction

- ;

-

It is my conviction that migrant
(1)

education is at
.

4

the crossroads in-Auitralia. There is a'vrowing awareness

'in the ommUnity. that the successful integration of immigrant

-students into our schbol system depends on a multiplici4 of
P 0

factors.' These must be understoqd before sUccessf4 planning
. _

st.

can go for4ard. The aim of this'Conference is to concentrate

onone such factor, namely the bilingual status of. immigrant '

a
ttudenta. We wish to discuss the: fact that children with

:41lion-English=sPeaking background have a mother tongue which

:they"could Use in tA learning process. Bilingual education

-
takes this into account.

T is form of education is not entirely new in AUstralia.

It has been adopted and is in the process of de4elopment in
A-

the tea king of.Aboriginal children. It could be argued that

this ap ach is equally applica4p to our migrant groups.

I Consider the composition of this. Conference mepbership as

-----
proof that there is widebpread interest at present in the

bilingual, bultural status' of immigrant students and some\

Of its corollaries such as bilingual education.,

.

(1)" In AUstralia the, terms 'migrant'. and 'immigrant' are used

interchangeably`.

-
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'Ttie Conference membership is significant because

it represents all sections of eddcationa21nstitutions, from

.early childhood. ducation to tertiary- education. All branches.
... . .

. . . -\ . .

4
of the Education Department of Victoria are representede as

I. , ,.
well, as other educatiopal and welfare organisations in Vic

view South-Wales and the Australian Capital Territory,

including delegates from the Australian Education and

Immigration Departments,
7

Whoi:Sa. bilingual?

v
.

___. \.-I
-0,

Eefpre the educational-implicationslof bilih6Ualism can

a

be seriously'disOUssed, we, need to define what we mean by

this arm. In the popular view, a bilingual is aerson-

who commands two or more languages equally weIl. 7Linguists

refer to this as balanced bilingualism.' it is an ideal state
. .

4nd therefore :rare.- LingUists, particUlarly sociolinguists,

have attempted to broaden the ?wept to include all possible

types oftbilinguaIs. The definition of this broader concept
e ,

of bilingualism has proved difficult. For the purposes log

,this Conference I propose that we consider a bilingual L.

(

an-indiVidual who can function in two,language environments.

,Such a definition includes people who can interact

appropriately with interlochtors in more than one language,

e.v children of imMigrants who are addressed in the-patents

language and answer in English. Accordingly, most first

14
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generation children of immigrants,' whether born *6

Australia or abroad can be classifiecles bilinguals,

irrespective of.their active command of their parent's'

e

lanquage or their competence in English. It also includes

:\
many second geneFation immigrants in whose extended family

the language of the ethnic group has been 4intained, so

that they are fairly regularly exposed to it. It does not

include the learner of a foreign language as a school subject

such as Frendh, German or Indonesian,. as the use of hese .-.

.languages' is restricted to artificially created Cies room

situations and doesnit enter the individual's daily life.
) .

. ,

Clearly4,my definition identifies individuh16 in a way.

that is congruent with our intuitive judgement as,to

who is a bilingual and who is not.

Compared with the monolingual who can only function

in oie langua environment, the bilingual is'more skilled.

He can fur4tion in two Yet,.this ditional knowledge does

not help him in our schools. On the contrary, it is branded

- as a disadvantage. I would maintain that this 'disadvantage'

is duetO the fact that the schobl'does not use the whole of

the immigrant student's linguistic repertoire. His competence

in the mother.tongue is ignored. Such competence is considered

a private matter. It is assumed that the'imMigrant child can

maintain the mother tongue simply by using it in the home,

15



At best, mother tongue maintenance is tolerated

rather than encouraged, as many teachers believe that it

impedes progress in nglish. On the basis of this
o

founded belief, migrant parents and children are advised to

forget the mother tongue, to discard'a language skill

intimately bound up with all Aspects of their personal

development. §Chills that. adopt this kind of policy of

language _repression: breach their commitment to cater for'
. i

the child according to his knOwledge; to take him from

where he stands an .give hitthe opportunitYto develop

,

his talents in away.congruent with his skills. If teaching

methods are-t& take the students` knowledge and inclination

into account, then bilinguals must be given the.option-to

learn bilingually.

' The nature 9f bilingualism

a) Advantage

On the basis of contemporary ,,i.ng-aistic research it

can be argued that a bilingual's language skliis are not

radically different from those of a monolingual.

There is some evidence that bilingualism 'is a particular kind

of language expahsion. According .to a recent research report
3e,

from Canada (g.gbfeld, 1973, P.35) "the bilingual possesses

two butone basic'internal dictionary where Words in bot

Languages are pooled". I would go further and susg that

10
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4

bilinguals possess act on pool of language, because

vocabulary and gr.' ar .re.notindependent components of
0

language.

that

. .

Yet claims such as that made by Cummins (1973

re are "obseivcd differences in.the,ognitive

u ctioning of bilinguals and Pnilinguals" mist,be taken wo

seriously. Cummins!refutes Macnamara's argument that

bilingpalism does not significantly 'affect intelligence or

creativity. He-maintains that there areotwo general ways in ,

which bilingualiith might influencecognitive_growth they

specifically linguistic and the non-linqpistic-

Cumnins quotes such as Leopoldc'peal, Lambert and

Tucker who give linguistic explanations for thp "superiority,

of bilinguals on teats of general reasoning and verbal

intelligence.'! (p. "the bilingual's higher-level of

concept formation is.explained as a direct result of the

fact that he has two words for the same referent." (p.7)

"This may force the bilingual to conceptualize things and

events in terms of general properties rather,than relyincron

their linguistic symbols". (pp. 6) The. non-linguisizic

explanations favouring bilinguals are based on the social use

of language.:

Language use entails choice for monolinguals as.well as

-13.

41
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i
_ bilinguals. Every time a speaker expresses his intention

linguistic form.he has several options. The following ex

;i.:, .1,e

'''''';;,,,
could serve to illustrate some of these options or langua

styles.

one could ask for the completion of a task by sa

1. If you don't hand in your assignment by the se la* it

will not 'be marked and you ,will not be credit d for this
; r

tert's work. (Teacher to student)

2. Dari.ing, you know my boss does not like latecomers,

please be ready' on time tonight. (One spouse to, another)

3. Do it and keep qUiet! (Parent to child, peer Eo peer, etc.)

When could you come'and check my washing machine?
.14

fired it difficult to do without it. (Customer to tradesman)gr

The principles governing, the choice of styles are

fairly obvious- 1Ccording to Fishman(1972), the language

variety chosen depends o who speaks to whom, hen and where.

The expression "language variety" is a useful one becatiae it

covers both style switching within a language and switching

rom one language to another. Fishman's statement is

(significant because it implies that style'or language choice

is.not random but follows socially determined rules.

Our intuitive knowledge of sociolinguistic rules can be

compared to our knowledge of grammatical rules. The



acquisition and application of both is based on unconscious

processes.- They can plso. be compared 'froth the poinCoi 'view

of complexity. The possible combination Of /speake

- . -..

listeners, modes og communication. (speech, Mriting) langiage

.-- . . .

varieties, topics and situations (Iymes 1970) would be "

difficult to enumerate. In order tOdeal mith this problem

linguists have developed the concept'Of domains
I

Greenfield-(1972) has identified and tested five4aamains4n

the language use,of bilingual?, i.e. family, friendship, ,

religiant education and employment.

of opinion among sociolinguists

is domasin specific,

that

f

,

The0 is now a fail conseSub;
.

\

a' speaker's language use...

so that bilinguals sw itch lan guages the way:
\

.

monolinguals. switch styles.

4
of view. iddiv4.duals

. %

Fromthe sociolinguidticipoint-

do not vary only aCcordintovocabulaiy

size and grammatical sophistication,ut also aecording,to

their range of styles including distinct languages and their

expertise in employing these. Cleaelli, this expertise is

based on a person's experiences. It cap be. assumed that a wide

range of contctswould lead to'a richer(repertoire, and a great

. ,

Command of styles. .According to the resIrchers (Liedke and

Nelson, Peal and Lambert) quoted by Cummins (1973, pp. 5&6)

thehigher level of concept formation attributed to bilinguals

4 t

3

I.

\

stems from a greater amount and :a wider range of social interactioup,.

due to participation in two cultures.

r

`ss
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idently, 'some linguists consider bilingualism

as a, eration from the conptraints,imposed by a

partieu ar langlge. As each ,language structures reality somewhat

diffe4 tly, knowledge of more than one language helps the

bilie4u 1 to develop.a wider perspective and enables

rasdend the arbitrary limitations` f his mother

tongue,

B linguals themselves also valuetheir additional IP

.17r)

'languag skills. In support of this statementi can sumwrizee'

my own research finding's based on interviews wit a group of

15 to. 8 ydar old bilingual adolesCents in VictoraW secondary

school. .rom a number of immigrant students who mpleted

4 gues ionnaire, some were selected for theseintervi ws because

they spontaneously answered the questions bilingually.\\I was

. under the impression that by so doing they wished to 'draw

at ntionito the fact that the had an. adequate mastery of

both heir mother tongue and English. They-reptorted that they

used t mother tongue at home, with relatives, family and
).

friends, occasionally in shops andin the street. They used

English at sehool,mith peers and generally outside the home

Tht nature of theitcsocial contacts required at least an oral
/11,

eoMpetencein two languages. This competence in turn gave them,

a sense of security becahse it helped them to express themselves.

If a word or phrase was not available in one language they could
NA

2 0
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0
always use the other., Moreover, they,regarded Australia

17.

as a' multilingual and multi-cultural society where bilinguals
-

had better.job opportunities. So fat as their self-concept

#

. .
was cloncerned, the mother tongue was part of their identity

) rayand p ed a role in 'their loyalty to family and countrlf" of

origini to which they wished to return as visitors, but not
. 1

.t 1

as settlers, They were now used to Australia,. liked'it, and

'wanted-to live here permanently: Their reading habits also

showed that they made an effort to remain literate in their
.

mother tongue. Although'many of them spoke a regional dialect
0

,

at home, they respected, the standard language (in their words'
.

.

the' 'pure' language) which they considered more useful as it

made communications with spqakers of other dialects possible. 4

They hoped their children would learn their mother tongue

thereby ensuring the oultural continuity of their.group.

' They saw multilingualism as a force leading to greater

understanding among members of the Australian society.

Therefore they advocated language maintenance for immigrants

and foreign learning for all Australians. The

languages they mentioned for inclusion in the curriculum

included the' traditionally taught French, and German, as well

as the main immigrant languages. What do'these subjective

views tell us about adolescents in Australia who consider

a
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A.

J

I

theMseives competent bilinguals? HoW cold their opinions

help
4
us in'planning migrant eduoation? Why are their views

and,thote of linguitts contradicted by the practical

W A

situation in schools? What is the explanation for this

apparent .contradic4on between theory andpiactice?
.1

b) Disadvantage

18.

Bilingualism is a ditadvantage.in schools because it is

at' best ignored, at:forst' suppressed. Our school system has been

oiled for a monolingual poptif4ion, but, all students irrespective

of their language background/ are expected to fit into it. -

Generally children who do not fit easily into our educational

4

system are labelled problem children.
1

So now we hav6\the problem of migrant children. I would.

argue that the problem is created by the schools not the children.

The majority would not be problem children if.their parents

had not migrated. I am not imPlYing that the parents are to

the blamed fOr eke, problem and should have stayed in the colnt

of their origin. Theycame here with our approval, often bqy
It!t,

encouragement and help, and Australia hassutstantially profited.

by its immigration policy. This policy-imposes certain-obligations

(on us vis2a-vis the migrants.. One of these is the obligatibn to

educate-their children appropriately, taki4 their status as

bilinguals into account. We must fit the school toNthe child and

22
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1.4 not the child to the school as has beenohr-practice in the

past. .F itting the Child to theNechool has taken the ;form oil
,..,

.

,
. .. ,

'special courses
''

in,Englis b,so that 'the child:lervp, be able
'"N

to participate in normal class instructi n as soon as possible,,
!,0

I ! ,

preferably within a few months. BA otherwise- there' are feW
. . 0 1 :

adjustmedts in: roceduregi.to aCComModate th4slowei..-

7
.

;scholastic p ogress of immigrant student, although teachers
.

..., :.

. lg.

M.

are wdrried d baf11fled' .by it.

A 7.

On the ohd hand most immigrant children achieve

a level of English that far exceeds'the achievement:in

(foreign language study of our successful High School Certifi4afe

'candidates: They outclass the 'foreign language learner in

a relatively short time, often within a year. On the other

harm tIA seemingly fluent speaker is still. underachieving'

throUghout the rest of his schooling compared with his

Australian peers.

The immigrant child's scholastic° predicaMent,raises

,two questions.

41

0 '

Why is it difficult to learn in -a wealth/. language?

2k Why is language development, bleyond a certain level of

proficiency, so slow?

23
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.1

Learninq in a weaker language

- 20..

It May well be that the difficulties

letrnlng in a weaker language is dUe'to an

.

encountered in

overloading 'of
r .

the student%ssaanguage processing'makhanism: This could be

thd case even when the student appears to be fluent in the

oral language when topic,- lexicon and' syntax are. of his

,own choosing. But as a non-native listener and reader in specific

subject matter areas, he-may not be,ab.le.to exploit the

redundancies of.formal standard English. Children bf aAlower
. .

socio,eco °mix class also encounter difficulties with **he-
.

school language on the,basis,of reduced predictability

(Brnstein, 1970)

,

If, for whatever reason, the listener or reader is mit

sUfficiently'Nithe know" he cannot predict or intelligently

guess while processing language. This is undoubtedly a serious

handicap. In listening and reading, (in auditory ,and visual

perception) we are strictly limited by time: In both

activities speed s.,at a premium. The more we know abOutia
..

language anda'the. sub, jest matter in qqestion,'the better we

can select the relevant toints, the less attention we .need tee

payto detlail, the more we can take for, granted and the

wasick it is to process language Within the time limits available

to us:

kt we are not overburdened by havingto attend to too

24
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04'

Sr

many cues we can pay greapociattention o meaning.

So tile-more know(the more efficient w become.

21:

4.

.Sinte perception unconscious rocesessof the:centr
. . 2

nervous sycF,,m ... nct 8 directly. ,JIn .

other words we cannot tell the learner ow to perceii/e,

. ',that,' s, which .cue. to 'attend to.

But we can give him the opportunity to use all _he knows -

1

the case of the bilingual, his two languages. This implies

, 11,

presentation of learning materials in both laanguages.

A Bilingualism and language development

Why is a significant proportion of immigrant children

/

4

.1

seemingly incapable of closing the gap between their

)

proficiency in English and that of their native English

speaking peers? This is a complex. question that,I cannot

fully answer. I Will simply draw your attention to one

aspect of it, i.e. the discontinuity between home and school

language. I believe that this is an area that could shed some

light on the immigrant students' predicament.

,

Because of this presently existing continuity,
A

the school cannot fulfill its accepted function of developing

the chIldls existing language. EMn-Tripp's (B66, p. 88).
.comparison of thehomeand school language froM the linguistic

point ofview is a useful one here.

25,
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"Speech with famil, and friends is likely, to be

repetitiire, descriptive, predicative and to involve

0

briet, situationally embedded utteranbs:: fn sthool;
\

there is'emphasii'on informatibni enrichment of

4r.

yodabulary'to describe and explain absent ObjeCts,;.. i

. -
,.-

and differentiatioh of grammatical structures for )pgical

. di§tinctions".
-

in the case of the bilirigual the school has to

est'abiksh the basic linguistic foundations in English as well

as build the superstructure.. Insfea0 fitsing the child's

existing language which is well establishedwthrough repetition,

A
description, and situationally embedded-re , it has to

provide such basic langdage activities aewallas establish

the necessary language sophistication for subiect matter

learning.

In such a situation.thep lnary school child .i'SOften.

s,/

faced with the difficult task of having td agguireliteracy

skills in an unfam 1priguagp. .The Older spident meets,
1 4.

complex LinguisticMs before he has properly mastered the

more general ruled of Ehglish.g ammar. As the bilingual's

language use tends be dbtria specific, his ranges of
't yo

vocabulary relatimpto_home activies and to school subjects

'

.

may develop unevenly. As the individual matures, he does

not only expand, his vcclularyhy acquiring ew wotds for new
.

,r

A

A'

ft
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concepts: he also extends the meanings of his

existing vocabulary. This semantic charging of

words known as pdiysemy is a lifelong activity based

on experience. Discontinuity betWeen home and school

language gives the bilingual fewer cY nces,to enrich his

!.'411 this way in both languages.. In th e circumstances

bilingualism may become a double handicalp. Behause the

school cannot build on the home language, which should

provide the necessary base, development in English should

be Slowed down. Becausethe school often doe's not take any

responsibility for the development 9f,thechild's home

-
language the chances are thfft it will remain !Irepetitivs,

descriptive, predicative and' tiedto informal situations

a spoken language not underpinned by, literacy skills. Frequently,

it will be'a dialect with limited usefulness, a private

language of family and friends. In this situation colloquial

speech'fails to provide the student with a vigorous language

capable of both influencing, and being influenced by,.the,

official or standard language in which the learning of

school subjects takes place. It 'is,, n0 doubt, difficultoto

build up knowledge in a language that has comparatiliplY

shallow roots..

27
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Moreover,'the,language of bilingual communities tends

to show thd effects of language contact by lexical and syntactic

borrowing. The mechanism

dodumented by Haugen

of such tranferende.has'been well

(1956), Weinreich, ,(1974), Clyne (1967, 1972)-

and others,. and ,I Will not elaborate on it here.' The point'I

-wish to make is leas well documented but highly pertinent from

.-the point of view of the school language, i.e. the fact that

a side effect of borrowing might be the weakening of norms.

Inconsistentlanguage models, encountered in situations outsid

the bchool, may mpke the ,bilingual's task of acquiring the
.)

sch0o1 language, wnich demands the strict observance of norms,
Ar

.

more difficult. At presentthe school exerts pressure to conform:

tonorms in English only: This.is an offical, not. a'social,

pressure. I would argue that norms must be- seen to operate
0

in both languagesIf they are to be accepted as a necessary.

corollary to language If learning materials were made available

bilingually, thy would\demonqtrate how a paiticular idea

is expressed in the standard forms( and thereby provide the

learner with the. sort of models he needs for observation.

After all, on of the crucial factors in-language develdPment..

is the opportunity to observe language in action.



Bilingual Jducation in the Australian context
_ /

In my view, bilingual education implies the use of

two languages as the mediums of instruction. If the

bilingual is given access to learning materials in both his

languages,he can use his total linguistic knowledge to process

Icthese materials.

Such an approach would profit the student whoseEnglish

is too weak to follow normal lessons. Bilingual learning materials

would ensure that hescan continue to expana.his knowledge in

subject matter areas. This would do away with the painful

waiting period adolescents have to suffer;in-bur schools, fully

aware that they cannot afford missing out on subject matter
1.

learning, yet notable'to participate because they,are beginners.

in English.

It would help the bilingual whose two languages have

developed, in a domain specific way. One can predict, on

the basis of this theory, with some measure of certainty, that

bilingualg in a multilingual setting will use the mother tongue

in domains such as family and friendship,:and English in,

those of education and employment, (Fishmani---1972): Although

theddMain theory has an overall explanatory value, it cannot

provide the teacher with a list Of topics and vocabulary items

4 29



used by bilingual families in their daily converfations.

The value of the domain theory lies in drawing our attention

to the feibt that a bilingual's two languages rarely develop

a parallel fashion. This imbalance, varies front individual

to individual, go that the proVision of bilingual texts is

essential. In order-to learn efficiently, the bilingual

whose home language is not English, needs both his languages.

In brief, the two language versions would support him in

-learning and could also serve in the revision of.the subject

4..

matter involved.

,

Bilingual- education would also give those who wish to g

,

. .-.

maintain or develop their bilingualism'at a literacy level
0

the opportunity to-do so. Bilingual education seen this way

AP aims at duplicating rather than replacing one language by

another. In other words, for most first generation bilinguals,,

language 'maintenance seems preferable to language shift. One

can further argue in favour of,language maintenance on the
4

grounds that one must not weaken language in .which concepts

have been learnt and are easily available; and that language

maintenance is desirable' from the point of view-of family

irelations if theqaarents use the mother tongue in the home.

I would also add that a full command of the family language

enhances the adolescent's self concept. If the adolescent

i*illiterate'in the family language or only knows the

Ya 30
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dialect variety, he is usually apologetic about it.

Foreign language skillelave a traditi nal place in
4

education. It is somewhat arbitrary to ie the value of

A
foreign language learning to French and G rman and now

to some Asian languages.
a

5.?-
.

Surely other migrant'languages have an equal right to be considered

as a legitimatesid valuable study.

/-`
Language study, "together with the opportunity to study in

the language, will help migrant children to achieve

the sort of balanced bilingualism thas so rarely attained.

Consequently, with the.help of bilingual education, we would

have young bilingual adults in our community capable

acting as go-betweens, so that we could be better advised

how to plan our future migrant education policies.

These young bilingual Australians would be well equipped to tell

us what sort of education young migrants value, by virtue

Of their identification with Australia and their knowledge of
4

their local compunity..

The Multilingual Project: bilingual education in action

The Multilingual Project is a form of bilingual education

'specially ,developed for conditions in Australia.

It provides learning materials in English and native languages e.g.

Arabic, Croattar, Italian, Greek, Serbian, Turkish.

The materials consist of study units suitable for independent
4

or small group work:-, 31



J.

)The units developed to date cover a number of socia cience
.

4 ( )

topics that could'be particularly relevant to migrant a olAcents
/

.
i

in assisting them in their concept' eyelopthent. fare 'as been

taken to include information about various aspects of everyday

4

life in Australia, e.g. while learni64 about oommunications

in general they are introduced to road signs used in. Australia.;

Animals. specific to Australia illustratethe unit "Animal .

t_ Families" which introduces students to the basic functions of'

the family. Another unit introduces students to library

services this should help them to work more effectively in

an independent or small group study situation. The units

.

include exercises, correction guides and various tym of

illuAriative materials in the form of photographs, sides,

tapes, games etc. These provide a necessary change fran

purely paper /pencil type activities.

It iskassumed that the suo4vising teacher will not

be familiar with the students' mother tongue. The dispersion

of our'migrant students in our schools is suchthat/th

provision of ethnic teachers fOr bilingual edUOationwill

have to remain the exception rather than the rule, particularly

in case of the smaller groups.. Yet teacher involvement

in the scheme)is imperatikre. The bilingual.teXts facilitate

OoMmunication between teacher and student, so that with the

help of the objective type exercises and correction guides

the teacher can follow the students prowess. The teacher



also has a vital role to play in organising classroom

activities and exursions,suggested by the un is and

in providing further activites and reading materials.

g

The-latter entails the builaIng up o£ the sChdbile library .v

collection with suitable English and language books.

Furthermore, the teacher can also encourage student interaction

and peer, teaching in the form of explanation, discussion,

rsading aloud, miming etc. Oldtk bilingual'stUdents

and/or adults of the ethnic groups could also be broUght in

to assist. The, Multilingual Project a novel form of bilingual

education. (Rado, 1973, 1974) It provides bilingual education

for one or two periods Curing the school day and'therdre

is a viable proposition. It does not aim at a total.bilingual

program, whicli.yould he enormouslytime consuming and costly

as it implies a great deal of text duplication and re-teaching.

.The Multilingual Project is already operative in some schools

involving approximately_ 600 students who are speakers of six

'different languages. *It will be possible to provide these

students with learning materials fdr a whole school year.

Hove was this achieved?

It gives me great pleasure to publicly acknowledge the
ne

support I hive'received, and continue to receive-from, the

Education Department of Victoria. My pa4ticular thanks go to

the recently retired Director of Secondary Education and to



;64,11

/.

b.

the present DirectOr,. for their interest in the.welfare

of migrant Aildren, and their appreciation of the theoretidal

30.

'

1asidrpradficaliimplications of this scheme. The project

materials have been.develOped 'by teachers seconded by the.

Education DepartMent. r am Particularly grateful to them

for theie dedication to the Project, and they have shown considerable-
.

skill in'S'haping416terials shitable for this type of learning..

The Education Department also meets the cost of translating.

Translators, too, have been singularly conscientious in (

preparing accurate mother tongue versions which have been

produced in such-a way that-they match with the English version.

page by page. The Centre for the Study of Teaching and Human.

Interaction and the Myer Foundation,' haw helpedto meet the

cost of the actual reproduction of study units d secretarial

services.
,

The Multilingual' Project is a development and research

project which should yield useful information on migrant education

in general and bilingual education in particular. Clearly,

the dissemination of information gained in the use.of the.

Multilingual Project materials is one of my tasks.

I would like to mention one further point,Michael ayne

drew my attention to a discriminating clause in the Victorian

Education Act' (1958) which still prohibits the use af languages

other than English as a medium of instruction in registered

861
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0

schools. The original version of this Act was intended as

a patriotic gesture durine first World War, which

had the effect of closing the bilingual German schools that

existed at the timel iabcStates eithbr did not have

such,Acts, or have repealed thorn since. Thus, contrary to

a Widespread belief, the introduction of bilingual education

is within the law.-

The present policies, at Federal and State levels,

favoring integration rather than assimilation, haVe created

a climate thai is more sympathetic towards mother tongue

maintenance. In addition, the growing concern among educators

for the welfare of thi immigrant child 40 the absence of restrictive

legislation in other States,,makes it unlikely that the private

sector would be-prevented from following the lead of government

schools in experimenting with bilingual education in Victoria.

Conclusion

I hope to contribute to migrane education in such a way

that, in future, the immigrant child will feel that his parents'

language is an as et of which the school approves. Moreover,

that his knowledgeican be exploited to his advaintage, and

that of the community, by enriching Australia's language
t

resources and cultural heritage. My aim is to help the

descendents of immigrants4 feel at ease with their dual

background, to attain the sort of balance 18 year old

Mario Domenico has achieved:

aB
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"I was born in Australia. I don't
Mind being called Australian, I am not
ashamed Rf being Italian. I'm proud of.
my heritage -,`You could say I have two -
one and an Italian 'one."

e

f

an Australian
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THE EDUCATIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF LINGUISTIC DEP?.IVATION 4

. Bet Townsend

A

I amnot going to talk about bilingualism at all

because I have no experience. Of it,whatsoever. It is

a concept which simply has not been tried, has not,

caught fire at all in.phe U.K. In the course of some

4

'..research which I carried out in the't,U.K. in 1971-72,

out of a hundred 'highly multi-racial secondary schools

which I was examining, only four t ght languages'of the

-

immigrant's country of origin and kt won't surprise you

to know that three of these were Greek, Italian and French.

Only one was teaching Urdu. Perhaps the reason for

that might be explained partly by the-comment of.the headmistress

of the primary school in the north of England, whose scha51,

althopgh'it was. a Church of England school, was 60% Gujarati

speaking. I said to her, "Have yPetthought of doing anything

Lat all about this - teaching. Gujarati for ipstance?"

said, "Oh no, I've.no time for that.caper;tnd anyway next"

term I'm starting teaching them French.m Sp it'is just as

well that my topic is not "Bilingual Education ",. q9 I

have now confessed My total ignorance, but I can discuss
AC 4

quits happily the 'educational implications of language deprivation

38fr



and, if:subsequentspeakeredan point out that the
A

answer to SonVe of thet 4eations I raise
,
is bilingualisM

. -

then I should be quite happy for them to do so. I,am also

equally cAtAn that the answer to some .of the questions I
0

shall raise is not bilingualism. But Marta Rado would never
0

.
sucheet, I think, for one minute that it as the total panacea.

9

4

Let us take the case of the child who comes into thii,

country - I am sorry - let me take the case of the child who

comes into the U.K. as anon-English speaker and goes along

¶o join the school system. In the U.K. one of four things

could happen to him. He could go to a full-t language

school, or he could-go to a part-time lan

3&.

e scho61. Alternatively.
1

he could go to a full-time claah in a n al school or, a

1
part -time withdrawal class, .(very similar to the VictOrian

pattern) again in a normal schoOl. I am never quite clear

. why' the idea of the full-time language school ever took root

'because the one th)ng that it certainly, ensures is bilingualism.

...-

Enrol two hundred Urdu-speaking. Pakistanis in one school,

for anything froththree to six terms -'and the one thing yop

ensure is the continuation of Urdu. English becomes the

language only of the classroom and outside he pupils revert
I .

o

to their mother tongue., But more important than this, I Ihipk,

in relation to the whole of this tbpic, one Alas to consider whate

39
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the purposes, of education are. It might appear later

on

education ,a

xt half hour that I see the main purpose of

passing examinations., Not so, but it is highly
.

relevant to te consideration. An important consideration

is surely soci -1 communidation.and if one separates all the

Urdu-speaking P istanis of an area into one school, one effectively
Qpu

makes certain that there is no communication between the two

iferth

At.

cultures. Thee half- ime langUage school, I think, o

a hitter solution to t is problem where, children spend half

4the time at least in con act with the indigenous population.

But what happens at the en \) this time in the full-time

or part-time language schoo Ioz in the fUlillotime language class?

When does the child move out' normal schooling? I am

.

happy to see so many people fro the Australian Council

for Educational Research here beca,5ie I know that they arery '

working on this problem of deaillin when in fact a child has

reached that level of linguistic cam etence in.Englishcto

kc able to take a full part in the nor al activities of an

Australian school. What has hdppened in the past in the

is that the child ,ha9 -teen moved on at some mythical point

which is defined by teachers as 'when he can hold'his own',

1. have known the situation in England where the selection of
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""r

children-Who went to the special language centre was

determined entirely by the head teachers of the schools.

The heads of languagecentres said to me "What can you

do. about this - we're sending children out to this man's

school as ready for normal schooling at a lower standard

thin those he is sending. to us as being in need of special-

English "/ And there-is no way - no effective way - at the

present time of assessing a standard - a level of English

competence - such that e, can sly, this child can lake a
..

normal part' in the everyf day school. This is difficult,,.

..very difficult indeed, for the child. who has learnt

English to a level of social competence, and social

competence only in the special style of language between

children and the teacher of English.

I am reminded of the headmistress of the school with a

lot of Ihdian children in it an infant school- who sajd to

me one day that slit had had a most interesting experience.

The school was in Leicester which has a distinct accent

throughout its schools.' A five-year-old Indian child said to

the HeadmistresS in the morningv, "Please, Miss! I have changed

my :best friend"; and those of you who work in the infant field

of education will knew how important thiSlis: So the Headmistress

stopped and'said, "Have you Inder, why is that?" "Please Miss,

she doesn't speak Englislr; wligh surprised-the Headmistress a
0

1



little bit, because Inder's friend was English. So she said,

"Cannot you understand her, Inder?" "Oh yes, Miss, I

understandunderstand_hesy well in the classroom, but outside school

she speaks a different language." She did - she-spoke

"Leicester". Now one of the problems here is. that wei sene

children out from initial language teaching into the normal

school in command of a rather specialized style of language

that appropriate to the teacher/pupil relationship, which

very often is akin to the essay on 'Bon-Fire Night', or

'How I Spent My Holidays',,because we have to find them something

to talk about, or to write about, or whatever., (Perhaps

if you have, seen some of the childreds newsbooks as I( have

and have seen what they do tell you about their llome circumstances-

perhaps Bon-Fire Nightis much safer). But when they start work

on the language as a subject, they are lost. The child who

comes out of the normal language class with the accent on

English and moves into the science laboratory and is faced

with test tube, burette, titration, sodium chloride, etc.

may well think he is operating once again in a foreign language.

The geography room - and here he feels he ought to know

a little bit about it - after all he has lived in two separate

parts of,the world has to do with anticlines, synclines,

isotherms or medial Inoraines, and all these various terms.-

again, we have yet another foreign language.

4
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One of the major criticisms I have about tbe

educational implications of language deprivation is that

it would appear that the very people - and I hasten to say

in the U.K. - responsible for the English training of

migrants do not realize the size of the job that they are
/.

.tackling and they stop too soon: I can also say having

read some o the Australian literature, that there rare many

in Australia who would apply the same criticism here. It

is not ajob which can stop in the language centre or the

.language school. It is a job which must continue certainly through

primary and into secondary education. For the late-coming A,

migrant it is highly important indeed for the teacher of

physics, chemistry, geography and history to beealso

teachek of English or the child would be far better operating
o

ih,_his native tongue.

Let us take the othek process which'happens to migrants and

to everybody also going into our schools. They are assessed.

We have.nO processes of assessment at all which are capable

of assessing equally effectively a migrant and a member of

thIg indigenous population in any language whatsoever; but

we still ke p using the existing tests and we Still keep

making our mistakes. It is regrettable fact about the .

'migrant scene in the United Kingdom that the one examination
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which the West Indian children pass with consumate ease id the

one,,which admits them to the schools for educationallY.sub-

normal children. Burin spite of thig nonsense, those results

are acted upon and it is true to say, because of this sort

of nonsense, that the West Indian population of English

schools is the'only group in the educational system which

has more children in schools for the Aducationall sub-normal than

it ,has in the Grammar schools. But we still take notice of

these totally invalid tests. There are those who say, ."Wel1

let us give them non-verbal tests; this would be all right."
°,

It isn't. There are'two possible reasons for this, The one

is the language), and arta"Rado picked-wAhis and so am I going

to do. It is extremely difficult for the expert to follow -

the language of thought. The language which the child works

out mentally his non-verbal test hascertainly an effect on the

result. Let us take ourselves doing a jigsaw puzzle.' Do we,

in fact, fix a'picture in our mind of a particular piece we're

looking for, or do you, like me, say 'a little bit of 'flue sky

with a straight edge'. Now whether you say this in Greek or

French or Italian or English dr.Arab - if it is in relation

to a puzzle which has been set....59 you in English - can be quite

important.
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Let me give you another very simple example of the

importance of language on assessment. I was in the Caribbean

in '71 and I was looking at the 11+ examination for Jamaican

schools and Icame across a,couple of questions which might
4

interest you. The One said,"What is the odd one out of

these five - Bicycle, Motorcar, Aeroplane, Diesel, Gasoline?"

Well, you have all got the answer haven't you? I won't embarrass
4

you by asking you to tell me because -you'probably have got five different

answers. You have to know first of all that the diesel is the name.

of the railway engines in Jamaica because they are powered by

Rolls Royce diesel engines; and you don't catch the train, you

take'thediesel.-'So the question is perfectlyiobvious and

gasoline is the only fuel. Another/dne, also in similar vein.

"Which is the odd one out of these five - lemon, orange, grapefruit,

mango, ugli"'. 'Very easy - but 'ugli' is spelt u-g-l-i-; and

it happens to be a cross between a grapefruit and an orange.

'The dock sides at Kingston, JaMaida, are stacked up with boxes

of these things and on the side2i.t says 'I may be ugli - but I'm

very sweet. 'And the right arisWer is 'mango! 'as the only non -

citrus fruit. Now here we have:two questions n' an-English

I
examination which could have been set to English children in

the U.K. and,they would be two questions dowh immediately

'because they would not have understood either of'th



Incidentally I told,this story on Barbados radio and the

interviewer stopped me and said, "I'm sorry I have not )

t

understood either of thoOetwo stories. What is an uglir

And I discovered that eirenin'the Caribbean, Barbados has

.

neither railway engines nor ugri'sci that one coulpit even

assume that here we had an 11+ test which would have done for

two children from two separate islands of the Caribbean.''It

0

certainly wouldn't have, done for Jamaica and England. I

wonder how muth nonsense it would have made to a Greek or to

an Italian, or how many other of the questions. would have

made similar nonsense.
. .

Out processes of evaluation and assessment are quite invalid

in thee present circumstance s:/ The only one in which one'really

ought to place any credende at all is that of the teacher's conti.nuoils.

assessment, and this needs a great deal more skill and

judgement than is often imparted in initial training. But

we act on our tests - we put children in the class which appears

..right. There is a great deal of evidence that children are very

obliging-creatures and if you label them''D' or 'C' they will

oblige by producing 'D' or 'C'-work for you. And it Is a very

very short distance indeed from evaluating children on invalid

tests to forming a very strong-stereotype that migrant children

are generally incapable. And this is a very dangerous step to

1.



take. It has certainly been taken in the United. Kingdom

with regard to some of the groups 'of children there and it

is, adanger to be a ded.

Let usmove'on now and see !.,?hat'happerts to'children who

have been streamed anddividedl-or not-streamed and
.

not di("ded. They carry on into the normal OlasSes in If.
, .

specialist timetable.' In the special langUage school

,they were spoken%to by one'or-tWo teachers. If they were

ort

very lucky they had a variety of speakers on tape.c t

,they may have had a yerY'limited number of teachers. How

many teachers speak to.the, average child in secondary education

in this country in the course of aAgeek? Very little work

indeed has beeddoneso far on the extent of comprehension

of: he oral word of child-rep who have been passed out of the

Ian :wage centres "able, to hold their: own ". 'PO there is R12.14

a Witt Irzb gmegnAWAIL jamb (tipq& tildien do not Understand

want eiv 4mRutzbl ag Oft aiRft-la..tez d.. 4,513i4.% i 41% rerz* 0.31q

wars it% %%sr tE4) 11,114 WinqINN Wx*

diexuptivo to %4 4etit swilgrAtaaN AwA.i

-1 don't mndwiltaneja a tara4A iSSgit it EAR Aig8 438

emb4rFamting. tut oortatAly, thtt Wt 8'A ef E81V E11 R01811
,

of the oval ward for ehilAroll he have bem thmugh the 'mini.
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centre is highly important. How aware are a number of our

subject teachers of these particular needs?

Let me gb on' now to point out the actual results of this

as I know them in the English setting, because Oey, are highly

.illuminating. We hada system at this time where the leaving

age was 15, but children could remain on at school voluntarily

to 16 - 17 - 18. The pupils in bur schools in England

include a quarter of a million migrants - about half of these

from the Caribbean, almost a half again, Asian, .a smallish

proportion of European migrants of a-,iery similar mix to those

ineAustralia - Southern Italian, Cypriot Turkish, Cypriot Greek

and so on, and a' number of Northern Europeans, Australians,

New Zealanders, and what we, in fact, term generally as the

old Commonwealth. I suppose for the new Commonwealth they

would be from the Caribbean, Punjab, the Gujarat and Bengal.

The percentage of children in the multi-racial schools I was

looking at, who stayed on from the 4th form - that is'fifteen

year olds A° stayed on to sixteen - was in quite an interesting.

order. 70% of West Indians stayed on, and the order went -

West Indian, Indian, Pakistani, East African, Asian, European,

Englillh. These were down-town city schools. Oversthe country

as a whole about 66% of children stayed on into the extra.years.



In these` inner city SchOol#0!in migrantsareas,-10`., of West

Indian, going-down through about 60% Indian and Pakistani,

dr4ping down to 50% European and only 30% of English

children stayed on. -I-asked head-teachers why this Was
14e-

so. I remember one cynicalianswer I got. The head

teacher of a secondary Wodernbchool it an industriJ

ty in the north, of England said* "Oil, you won't get

the nglish kids stayingon here ,6 they know that. education

has nothing to offer them." BUtu he said, "You get a .lot

of West Indians staying on because they realize that it is their

only,hope."

Bulwhat'happerieci when it came tdthel external examination

itself The examination results Were switched totally. In

fact the very leirel at which the children were working was also

switched.utterly.. So English pupils scored most highly in the

examinations and the West Indians at the other end scored'thes"

least highly., And it was in the same order. Funnily enough,

you know, in our situation, the Italians; or some of the Italians

and some of the Greek and Turkish Cypriots sarea Considerably

higher. than the West Indians. Since language. was very much a

factor in this examination success somebody might feel inclined

to ilitk why,is it that the two naturally speaking English groups -

the English aid the West Indians were at the two opposite ends
.

of the success scale.
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%.

This is perhaps because of the assumption that the West

Indianstslieak English and therefore need no special language
,

classes and this is the fallacy that has bedevilled the,West

Indian-in the U.K. for that last twenty years, because it has

not been realized that he speaks astotally different form of

English which is Akin toa separate language - Creole.

In the early days teachers used to say to the West Imams

"No, that's wrong", or "No, that's bad English". The exact

way, of course, to set pdople - proud of their own culture,

.proud of their own island, proud of their own language -

completely against any change and this is, in fact, what

happened. The West Indian child in the English school has

,had virtually no attention to his particular linguistic needs

1

"J until about the last two or three years and he scores worst

of all as far as external success in secondary education is

measured.

I have a next door neighbour - a child of three - whO is

half Egyptian and half English. Her mother speaks Z7kench to
0

her all the time. Her father speaks English to heryall the

because his French will not, stand comparison with that

'of his wife. (He was. taught it. in an English Grammar School'

which explains that, of course.) The child is totally bilingual.

I
,-

I

er

to.
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I know herypty well. flow and again I say, "Bon jour Gigi

comment ca va?" "I Am very well, thank yoU,HMt. ToWn9$110."

I haye neyer yet caught he out. Once I telephoned. .00.

answeted the phone.: said "Hullo Gigit dq y(t)knok who

this la?"' 'Mo." "Bo our Gigi, comMent:cd V4rf.'"1 oft

very well thank ou#" -SO*1 decided.that therew4A-400$ ppfp of:

mechanism that switchqd hex over from one Channel. to:the.pther.

I
1

went into a school in East Oakleigh a couple Oftweelsgwo Ond%

the teacher said, "Oh Michael is an Egyptian"; and haying40ed

ri

in Egypt for about.ivp years And still having.vagUe-fi404001p

.of,my Arapic,'Int aver, to Michael and I said ill" A*abiC

"Hello,'Michael, how.,4e you?"

Npw lie was the most talkative lad in the room ehdlf-the49 19
,01

anyone here from East Oakleigh. they will vouch for thisland'

he lookbd at me most uncertainly, with that sort of half smile

.of embarraasmentto an adult who is obviously' round the bend,

and be backed away to the_ other end of the.rooM and busied

himself in the said tray. When I went around a little bit

later on and spoke to him in English Ve.hadAuite an

interesting convecsation: But when.lapked-the teacher,
.1

"What language does he normally speak at hooe", she said,

"Totally Arabic".

0
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Now again, here is another interesting mechanism. I can

guarantee that my-"Hello, Michael, how are you?" was
0,

verfectlytunderstandable to any speaker of Arabic, but it

was not answerable in Michael's particular syndrome.
4 1

In Alexandria, about thirty years ago, I knew a boy of 2

who spoke to me in English, his' parents in French, his

Maternal grandparents in German, his paternal grandparents

in Italian and the housemaid in Arabic - and.I never remember

him ge ing anything wrong and speaking to me in an odd,mixture

of any of those languages. What the mechanism was I cannot

even guess at. BUt the mechanism certainly exists which enables

people to switOh over from one channel to another. That

particular child was a very advanced model with five channOs..

Because we have, so little indication, so little understanding, of

.

the process = again - have very little underetanding indeed

of what it means to be a child who switches out of one language

and culture, totally, at four o'clock in the afternoon and

switches back in again at nine o'clock the following morning.

So here is yet another. difficulty - another educational

implication of language deprivation - which'we don't even dimly

comprehend. In the United Kingdom summer schools have blossomed

over the last five years because of the setback that migrant children

receive during the six or seven weeks summer holiday. They come

.hack into school not having spoken a single word of English for

52
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seven weeks. Imes quite astonished to find one family
.;

with sixrchildren in school, all learning. English, and

I found these people at a summer school. When talking to

them I discovered that since /School fixshed they had not

spoken English even amongst themselves becauSe they thought

it waS impolite to their parents to do so, since mother didn't

understand any English: Again this switching in and switching

out from one culture to another.

Let me sum up. The first item I mentioned was the question

of aSsessmept and putting people in.the wrong streams and

under- valuing. This, I suggest, is not a matter at all for

bilingualisM, because there is no means of comparative

standardization of an IQ test in Greek, another one in

.Italian, another one in Turkish, another one in Arabic.

Thank goodness there*isn't. This, I think, is a case for far

-

better means of assessment and 7:1.pation.. I mentioned the

fact that children mime out of the initial lariguage work at'

too early a stage, and that it is not continued as it ought to

be, particularly in the realms of secondary educa ion. This,

I think, is a case for better teaching of English as a second

language, but I think, in the interim it is a very strong case
( ;

indeed for bilingualism. co.

53
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The child who comes late into this country, say, at the

age of thirteen, an able child, possibly of university potential,

who is made to operate in the Higher School Certificate in

a foreign language, is not going to'be able to reach her or his

full potential unless a very exceptional child indeed. I think

there is a very strong case here for bilingualism merelympa

do justice to able',children coming in to this system. After

all, is the,Higher School Certificate Bxamination'in Mathematics .tai
meant to test mathematical ability or English ability?

Because at the moment, for a migrant 'it. mehsuyte; English

ability in addition to mathematiahl. I don't see bilingualism

myself as a longterm solution to this problem because children

going on to university and into employment will have to operate

inthe language of the bountry.

But there is ,further and more important aspect, and I
4

. really mean more important aspect, which I have not touched

/'

upOdhet all. because I hope that this is going to be the theme of

Alan Matheson's address tomorrow and that is the whole societal

aim of educatioh and the sdrt of society to which Australia is
5

aiming. I think it would be rather sad if that society, made up

of such a mixture of 'races, were to be one in which English

became the only language.

0
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LANCTIAGE CONTACT AND LANGUAGE ECOLOGY IN AUSTRALIA

Michael Clyne 1);

Nearly one_in -three of the Australian population is a

migrant,- or a child of a migrant. The majority, of these come

from non-English-,speaking countries so language contact is a

rather large issue in Australia.. If we are interested in an

assimilationgprogram which-has elements of pluralism, if we are

interested inbikingual education, if we are interested in

using the generation of migrantstbat is going through the

schools now, as thd basis for a bilingual, bi-cultural group

that can help assimilate later generations of migrants:, then we

must find out something about the existing.rdsources, the exist-

,ing language resources in our commnnity. )ge don't know very
y

much about these,our.censuses de not inql*g language questions.

The 1971 census tens us something about the birthplace
. ,

of migrants. There'were then in Australia, about,290,000-

Italians Who were born in Italy; about 160,000 people born in

Grebce; about'114,000born in Germany and Austria; about

130,910 horn in Yugoslavia; about 100,000 bornein the Netherlands.

since 1911-the Yugoslapopulation has increased considetably:4

Italians and Greeks have given birth to large numbers of second

generation children.

r
t) 1)
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t

Of course, the birthplace figures do not tell us terribly -

much becanSe.they do.not tell us-anything about the second%

generation who, in the main, are bilinguals in Marta Rado's sense.

0
Also we should pot equate language and birthplace\. For instance,

a very large number of German native.speakers were born in German-.

speaking parts of other Central EuLfran countries and Eastern

,

European countries. Of the Yugoslav born population we don't

know how Many are native speakers of Serbo-Croatian and how many

are native, speakers of,'Macedonian, Slovenian,Hungarian, Albanian-,

and so on This probleth can only be overcome if we have a

-language question, ora number of language questions, in the

census. I hope" this will happen in 1976.

We are dealing with a melting pot situation and not a..

closed settlement situation. Of course, the± re different

tendencies in population movements within our,large cities in'
4.

Australia. The vast majority of migrants, like the vast

majority of the Australian Populationt live in-large capital

cities and there are different-population movement tendencies,

although the s no clearcut division between them. One

tendency is that people settle'in a first area of setlement

in inner-suburban areas of Melbourne and Sydney, and then

they disperse to the outer suburbs. We find this a lot with

'Italian born migrants: Another tendency is immediate

dispersion. Another is the extension of the first area of

56
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settlement,

start off,
. .

' settlement

a tendency which occurs among Greek migrants. They
qpnc,1

say, in Richmond and then spread. Then the Greek

in Richmond spreads into Prahran, then into Malvern

and Caulfield, and Oakleigh and Mon. And there is the other

'possibility that you have a new continuous strip of settlement,

kon the edge of the metropolitan area, which is the case among

Dutch migrants. They have settled mainly in the area on the

eastern and southern outer extremities of the metropolitan area

from'Eltham via the Dandenongs, Dandenong, Cranbourne, Flinders

and back to FrankstoM Population-movements have quite a lot to

do with whether migrants keep. up the language and what they use

the language for.

Language contact begins at the latest the minute the

migrant reaches Australia. English is, inmost cases, the

language of the job. It is the language of the school, of

public authorities, mass media and, to some degree, also of

socialblife. There are bound to be new concepts which are

experienced every day in Australia, and-these concepts are
'

associated with the English language - names of new jobs; trees

and animals that did not exist in the homeland; a' different

way of life, which may include a car or a television set'for the

first time;. new institutions; school institutions; new school

subjects; new games played.with.friendc or at school; different

types of shops - and this is one of.the causes of interference

rti
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language and perhaps the main type of interference. The

first type of interference to be experienced from the new

language'into the first language, is in vocabulary, lexical

interference. 'Lexical interference usually spreads from' the

fh

second language to the first language, not so much the. other

way around. Not very long after. the migrant family has entered

Australia, they are unable to express certain conceptS in their

first language There is some syntactic interference, that is

interference in sentence patterns and sentence constructions,.

from the first language to the second language and there is

some from the second language to the first language.

,,phonological transference, transference in the sound system, is
.

the last influence of English on the first language. In fact

it usually takes at least a generation, sometimes more than that.

You may, of course, find alot of phonological interference from

the first language in English. Between the ages of,8 ancl12

most people lose the capacity to learn :a foreign language without

an accent, that is, most children who come to Australia attha age
! ,

1

;.of "foreign accent "in their English.retain A

child'who comes at the age of fourteen will almost certainly retain

an accent, there aye very rare exceptions to this. It doesn't-
,

matter how much exfra tuition they get, it doesn't matter how much

tWey ar.e told they mustn't speak with a foreign accent.



Now suppose the migrant Sta--qsing EnglisL words

in his first language. , Very often"he makes them sound as

though they were part of the first language. He integrates

them into the phonological system, the grammatical System and

the spelling system of the first language. If this first

language has genders, then he gives the 'English word. a gender.

If the language, has special plural endings or case endings, he

gives the transferred word plural endings and case ,endings.

If in this particular language you have to do- something to a .

verb to make it past tense, he adds all sorts of things to it

to make it past tense. In fact, if you ask a German migrant

what he did last night, he will probably tell you, "Ich habe

television gewatcht". You will probably get the same thing
6

in most 'other languages too, in fact, Rando (1968) has shown

that in the village of Filacudi in Sicily, words such as

Ibillicanos and 'fruscioppi' have spread from Australia through

people,going back after some years in Australia, and particularly

through correspondence with relatives in Australia. Lexical

interference, that is,' the use of English words in your first

language, is'a very common practice and it has, two main

expXanations.

1. You are talking about concepts that you have experienc-

ed in Australia, or that you have experienced very much more in

t-op,
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Australia than in your country of origin, particularly in the

last few. years.

2. Economy, some constructions are much, easier in one

language than another, and if you use an English-word you can

sometimes get over the syntactic complexities of another

language.

'OP

But sometimekpeople do not just use the Vnglish\word,

they use the word in the first language and they give it the

meaning of a corresponding English word. Even compromise forms

originate in their speech, compromises between English and the

first language, so half the word is in one language and half of

the word is in another laNuage. Then sometimes constructions

al, transferred from English. This can be traced in theyfirst

generation and particularly in the second generation. In fact,

a lot of constructions may be more economical in English and

they are transferred to the first language. For instance, in

migrant German, there is a tendency to bring separated parts of

the verb ci6ser together. In Australian Dutch, there is a

tendency to adopt the word ordersubject7verb-object where it

it ungAmmatic41 in Dutch,,,,,..0Where the child is illiterate in

the first language and has learnt to spell only in the second

language (English). it will transfer many of the inconsistencies

of English spelling to the first language. And Some letters

that don't'exist in English are just dropped from the first

640 S



language, certain sequences that don't exist in English are

dropped.-

One of the important things about comMuncation is

.getting the message across, and*this is often done in a

different way inmdifferent languages. For instance, in m

EUropean languages, if someone asks:you whether you want a cup

of tea 'and if you say 'Thankyoul, that doesn'timeanyou want

\

it, it means you don't want it. Many,communication problems

arise from this sortofformUla which is.ldffferen in different

la ages

People'Will sometimes switch from one language to the

other in the middle of a conversation, or in the middle of a

There are two main reasons for this. 'One of these-6,

is the can be summedup in the words, "Who. speaks What

language to whom and when and to what end?", and it involves

the domain, which Marta Rado spoke about, that is the set of

social situations. Some people associate one langliage, eaY;

the migrant language, with home and English with school or

with work, or they associate a particular dialect'of the migrant

-

language with home; they associate the standard langu die with

church, the standard English with school, and a br or general

Australian English with the neighbourhood.

4



-Another question.is.location. Some' people will not

speak the migrant language as soon as they open their door and

go into the garden because someone elge might hear them. Others

are quite happy to speak the firstiinguage in the garden brit, as

.

soon as they open their front gate and walk down the street,'they

switch to English. Anotherimportant factor, which Bert ToWnsend
o!

'

mentioned, was interlocutor, that is, whom are you talking to.
.

Some people place very rigid constraints on whom they will talk

to in a certain language. Then there is the question of inter-

action type, which type of interaction is taking place: , are

you tellifig jokes; are you giving a speech; are. you writing

a business letter or keeping a diary, or writing a letter't0 a.

friend.. ! Now there is very little difference between a marmak

conversation and a letter to a friend, there is a lot of
7

_difference between writing a letter to a friend and giving a

lectureARr writing a book. Then, there Is role relationship.

What relationship do you have with this particular person at

this particular moment? That is one set of causes ofccoda

switching from one language to another. .r .

Another cause is what may be terme'd,:.ttriggering' .

There are certain words which are transferred from One language

to the other. There are other words which you will use An both,

languages, names for instance. There are words that are very
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similar or identical' in two languages. These words formiaM'

overlapping area between the two languages and when people-

come to a word like this, they sometimes forget what language

they are in and they switch over.

Interference is very common among many migrants of

.practically all language baCkgrounds, and the type of language

spoken at home.is very often not the language that would be

understood by a monolingual speaker of this particular

language: it may be quite incomprehensible to a monolingual
/ .

'-
because it is full of .English interference, lexical, synt4ctic,

sometimes even phonological. Also, a ch

Australia at the age of five veji often d

the age.of five in that'language. What

4
language when,"say,.you are about 25, or

and you speak the Italian or Hungarian or

-

Serbo-Croatian or German of a 5 year oldi

ild who comes to

oes not develop,past

can you do. with a

18. or 15 years old,

Ukranian or Greek or

What causes to shift from one language to

another,And what causes them to maintain the language? Here

again we must cosider the different functions that the
[C,

language may halit. We should also consider the fact that

bilinguals use their languages for difcerent purposes and they

also have different skills in the various languages. We can
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distinguish between receiving and sending bilinguals,' that is,

those who can understand the spoken language, and those who

speak and write the language as well. We can distinguish

between oral and visual bilinguals, those who can communicate

in and understand the spoken language and those who can read

and write.te language. Someone who 4s illiterate in the

jangliage obviously can't use it for all functions. Then

there is the question that sociolingdists call 'diglossia':

L4nguages have different functions, and one of the reasons

why there are so few People who are absolutely equilingual is

that very few people have the oppoitunity of using each

language for exactly the same function, particularly over the

same period. This may occur in some multilingual countries,

even there it is very rare.

Now the migrant in Australia will obviously have to t

use English, for certain functions. He may use the first

language for certain function's and h' may derive benefits from

':using the first language. fot,certain functions. Oneof the'

'main factors in whether people maintain alanguage or not is Ithe

Status of the language, the educAtig6nal value of the language.

60.

If a language is an important langbage educatpin1511y,'

4":

particUlarly within the Australian educatiOn system, if they

know,you can pass examinations in the language, then,this may

be some incentfve,to keep up the language. Also,.migrants
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who lived in a country, or a part of the world, where there are

4"-t
many multilinguals; where there has been pressure to maintain a

language their native language --Are more likely to maintain

it than those who come from purely monolingual countries. But

then there are a great many other factors which may be described

as ambivalent, that is, they can lead to language shift or they

can lead to language maintenance. For instance, the

educatiorial level or -the- migrant. If a migrant is very

educated he may have a particular gift for learning languages,

he may learn English very quickly and not require his Other.
r

language. On the other hand, a migrant with a high level-of

education may be very interested in maintaining his first '(.-

4--)

-,. -

language because he isvery well trained in the language, dei

has a very good cultural background ih the language. A

person with a low educational background may npt be so concerned

about keeping up the language because he doesn4t know very much

about the cultural background, the cultural tradition. On the

other hand, he may not be terribly interested in mixing with

speakers of Australian English, se it works both ways.

Another ambivalent factor is numbers. If there are

large numbers of migrants of a particular language background,

it is easier to conduct language maintenance effdrts. On the

other hand, if there are large numbers of migrahts they are
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'going to have multiple contacts with English speakers, so it

might be noee-difficult to na..intain the language. If a

language is very similar to English it may be easy for the

native smpakers tolearn English and they may drop their first'

A
language very quickly. On the other hapd, if the language is

very similar to English it won't take them very long to learn

English and they can maintain their first language as well.

If there is a very permissive attitude towards

language maintenance, toWhrds'foreign languages, there may be

a sort of 'lulling' effect and people won't bother to maintain

their language. On the other hand, if there is no supression

of other languageC, they may use the language( more often. The

number of children in the family may(beinstrumental in,

language maintenance or in language shift. If a *amily has

only one child the one child may. go and play with children in

other families and most likely they will' speak. English together.

The parents will ,pave nq.control over what is spoken outside

the home, so the child may change over to English very quickly.

On the other hand, if the family has several children, they may

.play at: home and user English. Ih many migrant families, among

P most migrant groups, the children speak English amartg them-

selves even if.they speak the first language to their parents.

4'



'arrival.

Another ambivalent factor is knowledge-of English an

If the migrant doesn't need to learn English

because he already knoWs some English,. he ean expend. more

energy on maintaining his first language. 'On the other

hand, if the migiant already knows some English on arriVal,

'he-may not need to keep up tis first language. .iThe

political situation dn'the homeland may be very important

in the question of language maintenance and language shift.

If the migrant is trying to epqape from a particular regime

- .

in his homeland, he may assimilate Very quickly and drop his'
3

o

first language which he regards as a political symbol of

this oppressive regime, On the other hand, he may regard

language as a political symbol of a cultural heritage. He

may feel that the regime in hip homeland shouldn't be trusted

in language and'eultural maintenance, and the only place to

,maintain culture and language maintenance is in exile.

Religious groupings may have something to do with this

too. A clogely-knit religious denomination, may maintain a

\
language more easily than ottler groups. They may have.Very

close social contact and use the first langliqe all the time.

On the other hand, if the closely-knit religious, community

changes over to English as a whole, then there is less chance

that the first language will by maintained'because the

religious domain is taken over by English as are some of the

t



social concepts connected with this-, (Certainly religicn and

politics are veey important factors in language maintenance as

f.
we can see for.religion among the Greek and Ukranian and.

Russian communities. in Melbourne, -and for politics among the

Ukranians, Croats, Latvians, Lithuanians, Estonians and also

to some extent the Poles and hungarians. 'Among German and

Austrian refugees before the second world car there was an
if) ,

ambivalent at4itude and some maintained Gdrmarn particularly

because of the Nazi regime, others dropped it altogether

for the. same reason.

..,

The children in most familied have
-
a strong desire to

7

conform and the age where this strong desire to conform

becomes most obvious is between about 12 and 14., In some'

families English takes over the role of the languaye of

communication between parents and children. This is

particularly so among Dutch migrants. Among Germdn migrants,

the more co uation - and this .is so among many Central

European groups, and among the Italians too 7 the parents

speak the first language and the children angwer in English.

A number of studies have shown that the Polish migrant

parents tend to speak Polish at home and that the majority of

-their children prefer to speak English at home but are very

often forced to speak the first language.

as
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A very important language maintenance faOtor is

grandparents. They tend to promote the use:of the first

language, particularly if are living in the same home as

the grandchildren. On the other hand in some families the

Gt.

first language becomes atort-of se ret language, one in which

the parents and the grandparents communicate or which'the

parents use amongSf "1-is i s a rather un-

0-
..fortunate situation. Of course, in Some families English

langUage_among the children. Among.becomeS a sort.of secret

German migrantS perhaps' the, most-important factor in.languag$

maintenance is education, the feat that it is a school subject.

AMong the Dutch it seems to be grandparents.
'7)

Sj
Where we have the communication pattern with the

-parents speaking one language and the children answering in

another, there is evidence of an excessive generation gap.

The-parents are often not able to communicate precisely with

the children. Tie children lose respect for the parefts

because they don't see 'very much value in the first language

,and the parents very often lose parental control, which is

especially important in some migrant groups.

A prize fallacy is that children of migrants learn

betteriEn41ish if they forget their first language', or they

G9
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learn bettAr-Engiish if theiN, family speaks nothiii4A5ut

English at home. Often the effect is that the`.. English

deteriorates, because the parents cannot offer the children,

the sort of English that they need. Theymig be much

beSter off giving them help in the first language.

Bilingualism is a fact of life in Australia. You can't

take the bilingual situation away from the migrant family, it

)

just exists. A family that comes froth a non-English-speak-

-)

ing country speaks another language and the, important thing;

I think, is developing this bilingualism and not trying to

shop off half of the bilingualism because it is not going to

benefit. the other half. One can distinguish, like the

American linguist Einar Haugen -(1953),between generation lA and

generation 1B. Generation lA are children who come to the
4

country of migration with fairly fixed speech habits, and that

is usually after the age orabout 12 years,` and with most

concepts developed in the first language. These children

are the ones who are going to be in strife if they aren't

.givfn some help in the first language. They will. also be in

strife, if they are encouraged to drop their first language

becapse they have developed so far in it, it is too late to

go back, and dev in another language altogether. Generation

18 that is, those who come before the age of about 12, that is,

while their main concepts are still being formed in terms of

the first language those whose speech habits have not become

70



fixed, who may be indistinguishable from other.Australiansp,

these childranAOUld also have the opportunity to develop

bilingually. They could become equilingual if one did a

little more for them:

Let us see what language ecology efforts exist in

Australia, tome of the Most important ones are the ethnic

schools tweekddy afternoon, Saturday or SundayschoolsY. Most

communities run such schools, for instance, there are 50 Greek

schools giving tuition to about 10,000 pupils in:the

metropolitan area of Melbourne. There Are 10 German schools

There are, Dalian, Hungarian,functioning on Saturday mornings.

Polish,_Ukranian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian, etc. schools.

.There are certainly different motives involved. Among Germans

and Italians it is mainly educational and cultural. Some of

the Greek schools also teach religion. In some of the Ukranian,

Latvian, Lithuanian schools there_ib a politico-cultural

motivation. Whatever the motivation is behind the running of

the schools, thefe seems to be a lack of motivation on the part

of the pupils to attend them. In some of these ethnic sch0o18,

4.imitedparticularly the German ones, children come with such

knowledge of the first language that some of the classes have to

be held in English and they virtually become a sort-of foreign

language class. Discipline is quite a problem, and this is
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partly related to the fact that many of the teachers are not

well qualified, and there is no training scheme for them.

Some of them are, of course, very highly qualified.

The lack of mbtivation is probably related to the fact

that the Australian community doesn't recognise the value of

Icazning another language, being a native speaker of two

languages, of taking part of your education in another language.

These children are regarded as something different because they

are attending ethnic schools and they might say, 'Why should I

be regarded'as a foreigner? I'm Australian'. They are not

only different because they are attending ethnic iris, they

are different because they are not doing what other peopld are

doing at this particular time, e.g. playing football, or tennis

or cricket on a Saturday morning. I think part of the problem

could be overcome if responsibility for bilingualism could be

taken Over by the State education system, if we could drop the
.

element of "foreignnets" in keeping up the second language.

There is nothing un-Australian about speaking two languages.

It can be a very great asset *7-Australia to have people who

speak more than one language, and it is impqrtant for people

to understand other cultures. Now, I don't think this should

be restricted to children whohapPen to be born into a

bilingual family. There is no reason why, if this responsibility

4-
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could be transferred to the Sta.te system, children of mono-

lingual AUstralian parents shouldn't also benefit fromthe

fact that there are large numbers of bilinguals in this

Country. Certainly, they can practise their other

languages with native speakers of the language. The myth

about not being able to learn languages in Australia beCaute

Australia is so far from Europe, or whatever the continent

may be, doesn't apply any more. There is liardly a language

which is not spoken by a reasonably large group in Auttralia,

and certainly the best time to start this is not the secondary,

school but the primary school. It is high time that more was

done in this direction and we certainly need-training

programmes for teachers in this field.

The second language ecology organization I will discuss

is the religious denothination.
Some religious denominations

are in transition as far as language is concerned. They

regard language as being incidental, others regard it as the

essential vehicle of the religion, and you have a religious

domain which is dominated by one'language. All the other

domains may shift to English. Of course, then there is a

danger that the religious domain may be separated from other

domains of life. There are three models of ethnic religious

organi2ations, and again they are not very clear-cut.
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(1) The uage 1 congregation merges with a wider

ch rch, for instance, Dutch Presbyterians, German

Lutherans, Croatian and Italian Roman Catholics.

(2) The whole church changes over to English, as

among the members of the Dutch'Reformed Church,

(3) The whole church remains in the Language 1 set ing,

e.g. Greek Orthodox, UkraniaiiCatholic.

There are also some that could be absorbed into a wider English

Speaking Church, but prefer not to be'e.'g. Macedonian Methodists,

Latvian Lutherans and German Baptists.

A third language ecology institution would be radio,

television and films. You probably know that up to four months

ago we had a law in this country which said that no radio stations

may broadcast in foreign languages, languages other than English,

for more than 2 1/2 per cent of their total broadcasting time.
H

(There was an amendment to the law which said that\3XY Melbourne

could broadcast fbr,less than 5 per cent and,2CH Sydney could

broaddait for less than 10 per cent. At that stage a number of

Melbourne broadcasting stations, particularly 3XY, did broadcast

foreign language transmissions. The 2 1/2 per cent, 5 per cent

and 10 per cent iriludedcompulsory English translations of all

foreign language messages..) The law applied for_decades at a time

when it would have been far more responsible, far more intelligent,

far fairer to say that all brOadcasting statidns should be
-4
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forced to broadcast at least 2 1/2 per cent in languages

other than English. .Certainly it doesn't help people if they

have a radio and they cannot understand what it is saying, and

if it is true that frustrated housewives listen to the radio,

what about the poor Italian or Greek housewife who gets a bit

frustrated. Fortunately, in December 1973 the ban on more

than 2 1/2 per cent broadcasting time in foreign languages was

lifted.

Now, in 1969 -most of he stations changed to either

continuous talk-back, continuous pops or continuous beautiful

mu c, which didn'.t-halp the foreign language cause, and now

that the restriction on/foreign language broadcasts has been

changed, none of the Melbourne commercial broadcasting stations

want to broadcast in other languages so, unless you happen to

pick up 3GL on Sunday evenings or 3UL or 3CS on Tuesday

evenings, you won't hear very many foreign language broadcasts

in Melbourne. One may hope with the coming of FM radio there

may be a change. Certainly radio stations should have%a

responsibility to broadcast in other languages and perhaps to

broadcast not only music but cultural broadcasts on other

cultures represented in Australia.

Films are reasonably well catered for, I think. There

are a number of picture theatres in inner suburbs that present

pictures in migrant languages. But I hardly think there could



be a more Anglo-Saxon biased institution in this country as

television I can't imagine why we have to watch ten American

westerns every evening when we could perhaps see some.really

good Italian or Yugoslav or German or Greek films with sub

titles. I am certain that.b9th monolinguals and bilinguals

'c

r.

in Australia would benefit from such an innovation.

Public Library facilities for migrants are not very

adequate. It is very important that adults and children

should not lose an incentive to read what they may have gained

in their first language. At least for the transition stage

there is,a need for books for children and adults in the first

language. Ohly in this way can literacy and intellectual
.

development of children and adults be promoted. I think we

should look at education as a continuing process, not just in

i-r.rms of teaching at primary and secondary level for children.

After all, some - .adults do like reading and they may want to find

out something; something new like space travel or a newway
ti

.,(:)f repairing leaks in roofs, or some new development in

international relations. Many migrants can't cope with this

sort of thing in English and, if there isn't something .in the

native language in theMunicipal Library, they are just not

going to benefit from it at all. A study made 4n New South

Wales recently showed that in the whole State of New South

P Wales there were.120 books in Serbo-Croatian in all the
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Municipal Libraries in New South Wales.

' Greek; and 1,900 in Italian.

4
Th0.ere were 300 in

er

off in Victoria but not very much. And I think thiS is

something that should be looked at very carefully. I won't

go into details' for newspapers and ethnic cultural societies

but they play a very important part in language edology.

-There are, of course, numerous functions of language,

the most important of which is"communication. But language

is also an inst4ument of action: through 1anguage we make

promises; we reject offers and accept them; we insult people

and we are insulted by what other people say; we warn.people

and threaten people and so on. Language is the most important

means Of cognitive development - this is what this conference

is all about - but it is also a means of so'cial identification.

All these factors are very important in the school situation,

not just communication, not just cognitive development. If

you can't act in a language or if you identify yourself the

minute you open your mouth as someone who is perhaps a bit

second-rate, then you may not benefit from what the school is

offering. English as a second language is e very useful

activity for schools but, if it is separated from the rest of

education, from the rest of the functions o, . language, then

perhaps it is not quite as useful as it would otherwise be.

And it certainly isn't quite as useful if it is concentrated

77
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on ry level bebause problems of ldhguage begin at

the primary level. At the priMary level most of.the child's

conceptual development takes place, and we shouldn't forget

the second generation children. The primary school teacher

. usually introduces the school dpmain through the homedomain."

If the second generation child does not have the English

vocabulary for the home domain on which to build, there is a
.

problem. EXpeticlve dud research from other countries have

shown that, where children can begin education in their first

language, they overcome a lot of transitional problems. It

has also been shown that where children learn to read in their

first language before they do in their, second language, they

can learn to read very much faster in their second language.

Bilingual education is not just something for migrAnts,

1

it is something for the whole of the Australian community. There

is no reason why Australian children cannot benefit from it if

they can start'on it early enough in their education. It is not

just, something for "underprivileged" migrants, it is not only for

Lii1 Turks in Brunswick, it ivlio for the Germans and the

Russians and the Hungarians in Dandenong. It is not just for

the Italians in Brunswick or Carlton, it is also for the Italians

in Nunawading and Essendon, and they have just as much right to

benefit from it as do the children in the inner suburbs. Certainly.

, there is more of.a problem there and this should be overcome first
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We should remembpp that the. language that the children
.

speak not always the standard variety. tt all Italiant

speak standard Italian.' Not. all Greeks spea ptherevousa,

'not all Germans come from Hanover, not all Dutch people come

from Haar em and so on,. We may even have great problemi in

choosing Yugoslav variety, AB you all know: But the

important ,ping is not to scare off children by telling them

that their Italian is not real Italian, but to perhaps start

with the Italian they do speak.' This is what happens 'in

Italy. Most Italians are in a 'diglossic' situation where

they use thi,s type of Italian for one function and that one

for another, and the standard variety can be approached

through the varieties spoken in Australia..

7
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THE SOCIAL COOSEWENCES OF BEING A BILINGUAL.

4-t)

Alan Matheson .

The intention of the conference as I understand it is to

draw together expertise and experience in the field of bilingual

education. According to-the conference programme ;, am to speak

(Th
about-the social consequences W. being a bilingual. , While it

is common nowadays for social workers to speak on behalf of the

poor, town planners to speak on behalf of flat dwellers, teachers

to speak on behalf of parents and politicians regularly speak on

behalf of the silent majority, I hasten to add thatI am

reluctant to speak on behalt.6f bilingual

What I would like to do is to explore not only the social

but also the political and economic implications of bilingualism.

Connell 470) in commenting on education in Australia

concluded thA:

"there is a myth widely disseminating throughout
Australia that the aim of education is to enable
each individual to develop his talents to'the
utmost and that the Australian schools provide
the opportunity for everyone to progress up the
educational ladder to the limits of his ability".

R
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Smolitcz (1971) believed that:

"Despite lip service to the contrary, the /
Australian school continues to fynction as the
assimilationist agency in the strictest Anglo
conformist meaning of the. word. It does not
forbid the use of other languages but it
achieves not so very different results by its
attempt to'treat all children in exactly the
.same way, as if they were all little Anglo
Saxons". 2'

The 1972 survey foUnd that:

0

"Only 20 per'centof migrant children in 63
dchools in the inner suburban area of Melbourne
were receiving adequate tuition".3

and the "Herald"4 . on Wednesday 1st May reported:

"The special English classroom for migrant
children at St. Margaret's Catholic Primary School
in Maribyrnong is a bit cold these days. Shelter
sheds are not the warmest of places but that is
the only available space at the school for the 50
children who need special help in English".

After 25 years of immigration, 80 per gent - that As

1

more than 12,000 migrant children in the inner suburban schools
4

of Melbourne are not receiving sufficient tuition; 70 per cent

of theaccommodation adversely affects their learning, and 20

per ceAt of teachers supposedly teaching English had.no

specialist training.

/

In.1969in New South Wales it was revealed that a

quarter of reading, writing and corriPrehension difficulties had

persisted among mi rant children who hasi.been in the school
k,

78.
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system for more than 3 year's. At .the secondary level there

was a4'somewhat similar proportion Of reading and writing

difficulties among children who tad been in the school system
-

f?r more than 5 years.

What 4 massive accomplishment, it tookithe effort of.

thousands of teachers, tlioysands of administrators, scholars,

f A °

academics, social.workers,-paychologists,:scoret Of' teachers'
1 'I,

0-
College8 and universities'to achieve' It cost, literally,

a .

millions of dollars to accomplish. But alone the professional

educators could not have .done it, they needed the active
NIL

.'-`71f1Apport of all the forbes of teachers' unions, willing politicians
. .

. /

c and astute businessmen. Perhaps the greatest achievement,

hOwlaver, has been their ability., to place the responsibility for
a

th.j.s unique record of, failure uPan,the children themselves and
A

'their eamilles.

How could such a missive dismal failure take place in the

1970s in Australia.
/

And, if such a-failure can take place in
q

the normal school situation, aren't we kiddinti ourselves that

we can introduce' creative and innovative bilhigual/bicultural

programs.
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What I am suggesting, as we come together to look at

80.

bilingualism, is that there is a critical need to keep the issues

of this conference in perspective. I am suggesting that

conferences like this run the real danger of dissipating energies

and diverting attention away from major issues. School systems

as you will understand, or .I hope you do, can destroy whole
-

grpups by the imposition of unity; a unity built around sets

of values, inflexible institutions and unchanging traditional

practices and power groups. Such a unity

the utilization of a variety of strategies

aware of them.,

They

SChool, who

instruction,

is imposed through.
- -

andyou will be well

range from the Muslim children at the local Technical
e,

are punished if they fail to attend religious

1

to the non - verbal. gestures of too many teachers

which communicate (Protestant) to Turks

A

not wanted in the classroom".

and Greeks "You are

Such an imposition of unity,

such an homogeneous approach to education, drains;- confidence,

1-

it forces powerlesSikess and ensures the continuance of exploitive

relationships,between people. I am suggesting, that in our

discussions we need to hold befor us.continually the questions,

'What are we

will programs

trying to do?', "What are we on about?', "What

the ppwerless ?',

n.
of bilingualism achieve?', 'Will it empower '4

'Will it bring about radical'changes in our

84
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schoofS?'', 'Will it ensure dignity and pride for ethnic groups?',

'Will it ensure'the rights of exploited, unskill ks, Greeks,

Italians and Yugoslays?' or 'Will it further k-n the ethnic

groups in their struggle tom attain equality of opportunity ?'. I

say, weaken, because the education system has a delightful.way of

syphoning off the brightest, It tends to alienate the most

capable, it tends to-separate hini from his ethAic group: They

are absorbed into the ideal Australian middle -class world, where

they rarely return to provide leadership to,t4e.ethnic group. I

recall Marta Rado, last night, saying, that she was hopeful that

'the bilingual would come into the Australian setting, the

institutioi, (whethbr it be a school or university) and tell us

.

how it is; that he would speak on behalf of the ethnic group;

that he would provide leadership for the ethnic group. I have

some vex.) real question's whether, in fact, that happens or

whether the upiardly mobile potential leader turns his back on

the snuggles of his ethnic group in order to.achieve acceptance

in the AustraliI community.

Paternalism

While I accept the suggestion that when we use a term like

bilingualism We usually'mean more than language, I am a little .

85'



uncomfortable at some of the assumptions that are at the back
0

of our concern. IS such a conference as this merely ensuring,

the continuance of the way 'we', the professional educators,

speak about 'them', the migrants. #Possibly we are seeking

answers to the ways 'we' will help 'them'., the migrants.

I suggest that it is possible to be paternalistic

at two-levels: first that 'we' will make, encourage, stimulate,

program 'them' to be bilingual. It-was very_fascinating last

night if.you will recall - we sit here for 3 hours - and only in

the last 3 minutes did one of the speakers happen' to mention, that

bilingualism may not, and probably was not, only for migrants. A

classic example being propagated at the moment is the Immigration

Department's Home TUtor'Scheme where 10,000 women are to be

recruited to help 'them' the 'migrants' learn English. It

would have been a most creative attempt for the Department of

Immigration if it had recruited 10,000 Australian women to learn

Turkish, Yugoslav, Serbo-Croatian and Greek. That is a program

whereby 'they' the Italian and the Turk just for a change,

helped 'us' to understand a little morq, of their language and

culture.
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Except for isolated incidences in Melbourne there has

been little discussion on bilingual programs for non-Greek (non-

. Turkish, Yugoslav, etc.) speaking children, that is, your child

and my child. There is little suggestion and almost no programs

to ensure that they have the opportunity to learn Greek or Italian.

Discussions and programs largely centre around lahguage maintenance

and the teaching of English.

A second aspect of this paternalism is that bilingual

programs as such, geared solely at teaching the mother tongue of

the child, are introduced for ulterior motives, that is, so that

an easier transition may take place to English. I am reminded.

of an. Eduction Department statement that landed on our desk in

the last few months,which says, 'Bilingualism .is to be introduced

so that his knowledge of English' may provide the immigrant with

the opportunities of assimilation and for social mobility through

education. In effect to utilize language to melt non-English.

speaking children into the main stream of society'. The question

then is, 'What are we on AbOut?'' 'What are our motives?' )rarta

Rado, iri`bme of her' publications, says, "Is competence in the

English language the whole answer. Will competence inEngliSth

achieve the widely held ideal of complete acculturation or

invisibility so that the newcomer, or rather his children, will
A 6

become indistinguishable from the rest of Australian society.

gt

8
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Is it indeed a valid idea at all? Does-multilingualism lead to

5.
communal fragmentation and tension, and is that bad any way"?

We need to be sensitive to the unconscious and often unplanned

paternalism of too many teachers in our education systems. In

assessments of bilingual prograMs in the States it was found

that "currently most bilingual education programs, quite contrary

to the usual .statements of pr (gram goals highly approximated

assimilation. This means that the structure of typically exist-

ing programs in the area of these language maintenance efforts

can be expected to foster accelerated demise of the 664c mother--

a
tongue."

6..

Or at another level, let us be warned of the 'real

danger of viewing bilingual education as merely a disease of the
7.

poor and disadvantaged'.

Illusion

Smolicz and Wiseman in their study in Adelaide raised

real questions as to the viability of bilingual education programs

in Australia, at leapt bilingual education programs as the academics

would have uS believe they must be implemented. They were suggest-

ing that in fact the first language has to be re-taught as the

second language- With Italian girls in Adelaide schools, they

.found that less than half could speak standard Italian and the rest
T .

used their wents' local dialect. The language they spoke became-

r.
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a form of family language divorced from literary Italian and

,

usually only used with parents or relatives. In a further sample of
. ;

Italians over three-quarters of the-students claimed to speak Italian

but only-less than two fifths could read and only one third write

more than very little. They suggested that the situation was

similar with Polish students, three-qUarters claiming the ability

to speak. and one half to read,.and one third to write Polish.

There is that evidence and the evidence found in surveys

in Victoria and New South Wales schools which su4gest that in fact,

what we are tacking about when we are speaking of Mediterranean

migrant children, are people who are functioning illiterately.

However, be warned, don't be lead astray by the academic for, the

way some of them spealc, one would think that it is a rare-thing for

bilingualism to take place. It was encouraging to hear Michael

Clyne say that it doesn't muter what we, as a conference of

academics, talk aboutin terms oT bilingualism, it's on and it's

being practised. The question for each of us is, 'Where do we

plug in?'

Allied to the dangers being deluded, we are in very

realdangers of deceiving ourselves as to what we are on about.

After many years of lobbying, on January 2nd, 1968 President

.Lyndon B. Johnson signeclintO law the Bilingual Education Act with

these Words:



"Thousands of children of Latin descent,. young
Indians and others will, get a better start, a
better chance in schools. What the law means is
that we are now,giving every child in, America A
better chance to touch his outermost limits, to
reach the farthest edge of his talents and his
dreams".

86.

In the way the Act was administered it in fact was seen to be a

significant anti-poverty measure of the Johnson administration and;,

as such, it failed. It failed because of the myth that education

attainment will change the basic.structure of society. Educational

attainment does not necessarily enable the lower class person to

overcome the disadvantages of his 'low docial origin'. In fact,

a bilingual program that fails'to recognise the existence of class

structure and the educational implications of that structure, is a

distortion of reality and a deception. Bilingualism will not

achieve equality of educational opportunity.

It is very interesting to look at the speakers at this

conference, and at the people doing research in bilingualism;

predominantly they are from Eastern and Central Europe, with

virtually no Italians, Greeks, Turks or Yugoslays. It seems

effectively'that.they have been excluded.

GO
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°An Equality of Educational Opportunity Report produced

by Coleman8'in 1966 made pessimistic reading for the American

educators. He concluded that physical and economical resources

4
going into a scho I had very little relation to the achievement

coming out of it. Now, there has been some disagreement with

that kind of repo and, I guess, with such a generalization, but

what he was suggesting was that a cargo cult approach to education
4.

contributed little if children came from a particular social

environment.

I was handed a document, presumably produced by a senior

6

member of the Education Department of Victoria, last Week by, the

local headmaster and it was entitled 'Social /Ulnerability:- The

Effect of Cultural Deprivation op the Education of Children'.. The

concept of the 'culturally deprived' is a, common one and regularly .

applied to migrant children. So often when barriers to a-migrant

child's effective school performance are critically analysed, there,'

emerges a rather familiar culprit; the family, the home, the

1111'"

unfortunate, the unfavourable or disadvantaged environment. The -

relaillt of such analysis is that the school is madeto'appear
y

lesg, doing a very difficult job in most adverse-and un-

favourable circumstances. The'question for you and I is, 'Aie

disadvantaged pupils attending advantaged schools taught by

culturally enriched teachers?' Or is it possible that some

Sit

,
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culturally deprived teachers and schools, or is it that all are

deprived - schools, teachers and pupils?

Bilingualism and Radical Change

Will bilingualism enable ethnic groups to confront the

Australian born community with the realities of Australian society?

I am not entirely a pessimist. There are political and social

implications of bilingualism that can Ipad to radical change

within the school system. Australians are.not given often to

reflection 'on the kind of society they are crea q, and are

encouraged by Barry Humphries, who on one of his visitg-to

Australia said, "Melbourne is..unique from the spiztitual point pf

view. It is the only place on earth where the visitor can close

his eyes and wonder if there really is life before death."

What is'the reality of Australian society? Liberal

. Party statements being distributed at the present moment suggest

that their immigration policy his aimed at the preservation of a

homogeneous. society which serves the best intentions, or the best

interests, of State and nation." Mr.McMahon once said
fl

hat the

Government - that is, his Government of some years',ago - was

'determined t 4 maintairCa.preddminantay homogeneous population.

When the great debates were taking'place in 1900 a leading labour
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minister said, "The question is whethei we would desire that

our sisters or brothers marry into my of these races to which

we object." Then the -re was .a fascinating exchange of letters

:. a

. that took place in the Medical Journal of Australia 'about 1915

or 19161 The whole'debate took place over the introduction
. 0

of non-Europeans intclAustralia and one learned doctor wrote,

_.1 .

"Since EUropeans consider orgasm evil, and otientals consider

it h n, a.breakdown of the white Australia policy would more

tha ikely lead to prostitutioh." And you will be aware of

the 'former leader of the Labour Party who once said, "No red
.

blooded Australian wants to see.a chocolate colouted Australia

in the 1980s". And if you have been Watching televisiOn in

the last couple of nights you would have seen Helen Stop -

Asiart-Migration-Birrell saying, "I am not anti-Asian and I am

r/
not anti-European, I am just pro-AuStralian." If you happen

to come from New South Wales you will have the delightful choic'elfr

between 'Henry -Whi.te -Australia -Smith' and 'Bill -White -Australia -

Biown' and 'Mary-White-Augtralia-Macdonald All have changed

their names by deed poll for the coming senate election.

1

What kind of Australian society are we on about?

firmly believe that most ofr us are caught up and have deeply

:93



imbedded within/us whgt we call the 'Barassi syndrome'. That

is, there is a deeply imbedded expectation within the Australian'

society that people coming into Australia will 'speak EngliSh

quickly, visit the pub, and barrack,for North Melbourne'.

Grassby commenting on Australian society said, "Today,

irrespective of what labels we use, the fact is that the increasing

4 diversity of Australian society has gradually eroded and finally

rendered untenable the prospects there might hay" been 20 years
A

ago of fully assimilating newcomers to the Australian way of
9

life". YoU will recall that Grassby has a tendency to Use

delightful phrases, one of which is, 'the family of the nation'

and he defines that as the overall attachment to the common good

arik, as such, should not impose a sameness on the ontlook x)r

activity of each mbmber. I guess any statement by any politician

has overtones of simplicity and paternalism. For example, what

f is the common good? What is the common good expressed by the

Turkish process worker, the Greek female machinist, the executive

of Waltons and the director of mining operations playpg to tear

up Aboriginal sacred lands? What/is the common good between

en MI sit here - and women who slave in clothing factories

scattered in the inner suburbs? What is the copmon good for

you sitting in your finery, knowing that behind the making of-
,

the garments you wear is sweated Greek labour. The mark-up on

your particular garment is anything from 100 to 600 per cent -.,

What is the common good at that level?

9 4

.1
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Is the common good being served'by a program of

bilingualism? I believe it is.

The Greek Australian Review commenting on migrant
A

education in the last issue ar so said:

"Tens of thousands of children of migrants` Have
lost irreparably the opportuni4 to be educated
according to their need and capacities'just
because Governments and thetosociety in general
have placed these children, along with their
parents, in a category of the unskilled labourer,
of the servant of the unjust exploitive society,
a society dominated by its AngloSaxon origin".

It went on to say:

I

a't

91.

"For 25 years the authorities have refused
consciously or unconsciously to recognise our
immense English language difficulties, young and

and cultures not as a bad inheritan to disap ar

old alike, and the need to retain language

with the first generation of foreigners but a an
10

indispensable means of expression and,coMmun cation".

'r

They suggest that the refusal i not duck to ,the lack of foresight

on behalf of the authorities, rather it is based on the fact that

an unskilled and culturally naked, deprived person'becomes,an

easier/prey for economic and ethnic exploitation. Our:problems

as migrants they, said, the injustices W2 suffer, are the produkts
4,

.

of the class character of this society, and more specifically oE

the nature of the immigration policy. The understanding of this

policy ie the most essential element in the struggle for our

rights. Australia's immigration.poliCy was, and still is; bgsed

on thecolloWingt . 95
;
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to supply the industrialist with cheap and plentiful

labour.

to expand the domestic market and addl.to the indubtrial

muscle for expansion ineighbouring underdeveloped ,

,, --
r

countries.

to make the non-British migrant cohfotm totally and as

quickly as possible to the Anglo-Saxon culture.,

to exclude i any meaningful way Asians and Other

i

oloured people so that the supremacy of the white
$04

Anglo-Saxon race can be Maintained.

Wil-1. bilingual programs enable ethnic.groups-to confront

and to counter the deliberate strategiea-that have been set up to

ensure the failure of their children?

I believe one of these strategies has been that we

basically train teachers to fail. Thp self-fulfilling prophesy

is an all too familiar.charaoteristie of teachers involved with

migrant children. The children do not learn because lIwy-are
- .

not taught,effectiVely; they are not taught effectively because

those charged with the responsibility of teaching them don't

believe that qlexpcan learn. They don't.expect that they an
, ° tG

learn; and theydon't at tdwards,them in ways which help them

to learn. °fain reminded of Gaarder,
11.

who evaluated some of
...

the bilinglal education programs n\Americal he contended 7

/
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that teachers,-just weren't, prepared tohendle bilingual students,'

that prOects depended on the teaching services of, aides,.

V e

93.

somet=imes called 'para-professionals', bilingual individuals

usually drawn from-the community, 6-individuals who were rarely

required to be literate-in the non - English tongue and who were

paid disProportiOriately loW wages.

Secondly, thete is. an implicit belief by teachers in the

concept of culture depiivatiqn. The Education Dela tmrt

document which I referred to defines such a'child as,lacii

motivation, lower educational expectation and retarded in most

areas that count. I guess it is.urideistandableithat-teachers
t

can make that' kind of statement. ..For example, the school around

the corner from my home has some 20staff'members and not onA of
ti

therp lilies In the area. Istrongly believe that it is not

. w.

possible to teach in thS'inner suburbse'the,,Western suburbs or

the Northern suburbs of Melbourne unless you liye inthe area.
.

To flit in anclout gives no claim for authenticity oif accountabi

or authority.,

ity"

Is it any wonder we expect less frotn children who are

.erfferept; suchexpectations have been well]. illustrated in the-
.

. .1

'sneaky experimentyPbsenhall, where 1[1 describes the 'spurters'

, . . ,

and th 'non-spurters'. You might like-to pick that up in a book
2

.



by Ryan. called *Blaming the Victim". 12.

L

syndrbmethat

located within

,

discrimination

.
bfi't

The 'blaming

is, the defect, the difference, the probkoM is
,

,

the victim himself andnever in.the bll.iant
_.. -

. .

_ _

of lieS,_thpnd 3 ee d-

94.

and assistant directors, the chauvinism of politician0

exploitation of induStry.

I believe that bilingual education progr

Australian community to be

are on about, the reality

programs, however, remain
0

educator,

or the .

1;

.,can assist the-

confronted with the rIpality of what we

of our present society,.;:
. If bilingual

linguistic,exercises 4:cr the professional

the academic, the researcher, the public servant, then ,

the ethnic groups will remainoppressed or,- as Jean Martin puts it,

' ... to the extent that,chndren of unskilled migrant parents

suffer educational disabilities they are likely to perpetuate the

low economic status of their families".

teachers, linguists, need to

raising, not only.their own

Bilingual programs,

recognise the pait they must play in

sensitivities and consciousness, but

the'awareness of migrants themselves.

Will bilingualisM then enable ethnic groups to express

demands for their rights?

V
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Will bilingli'rea'peograOS in schools enable ethnic groupS,

to express their demands fortheir rights?
.

-. ,-' .4,r -'::;-;

$

-

1'kPriOr.to the firs E*. migrant workers' conference. in

Melbourne in 1973, there was a.statement widely circulated through

factories. The Migrant Workers' Committee said, "Migrants are

the greater majokity, of the lower paid workers; (and by 'migrants'

they are fisually referring to Greek, Italians, Turks and Yugoslairs).

They ace often thelf.irst t611oSe their jobs avid the last to get

them back. Mi rant women workerebelong to the severely exploited

,11
section of female workers. 'AuStralian migration policies have

(-been designed to supply cheapaabour."

I joelieve that what has to be realised is that eqtality of

educational opportunity, and it would' be hoped that all linguists

are concerned-about that, will require in our society major dianges

in the distribution of power. Decision making in the eftcational

system is a sensitive barometer of the power relationships within

a society. Migrant's and many ethnic grOups see themselves power-

less and alienated from the school systeal. I belieVe this

conference is a good example of how 'alienated tiney .are.11 Bilingualism

is one of those demands, one of those things which is most keenly-

felt by ethnic groups.. But I see few representatives from

99
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T

Federation of Italian Workers and their Families (E61L.E.F.),,

or the Greek Orthodox community, or the Turkish puricil or

any of the YugoSlay.organizaions, effect if,. they have been
s5 . . ,

s
eac t uu e .

r

44.

There is a change coming and whether or not we can

handle that change(r mains to'be seen. Increasingly there is

a militancy among et ip organizations. The Migrant Workers'

Conference was one of .kiese expressions of militancy. One of

the burning problems, they said, for migrant workers and -their

s,
families is that ofeducation: of learning English; of

promoting and 'retaining their: own cultures and languages. .These

needs are. ignorbd by the educational' system.
I

Back last year, the Greek Australian Review 13.
led off.

wit a statement on immigAant education which was sighed.by

4. 0
some 20 or 30 very eminent educationists ip Australia. immigrant

children, it said, who are deprived of an adequate education,

have severe restrictions place on their freedom to choose what

to make of their lives in Austrlia.

A

i/We are clearly multicultural, community and our schools

have a esponsibili y to help all children to develop their

capacity. reek Orthodcof community carrying out'their own
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surver at. the end of 1973said,,"It is of paramount importance-

that migrant languages, such ai,'Greek, Italidh, Turkish, be

included in' the school curriculuM".14

\ It is good that our and'our, sensitivity and

our awareness shoyld be raised in 'discussions like this,..' but let

us not lose sight of the sentiments of Migrant workers like Nando

Lelli, who at the Migrant Workers' Conference last year said,

"Let ,us not forget that tie destiny of our life is in our own

hands as nobody realizes the requirementeof the needy more than

1,

they do themselves:.

Confrontation, consciousness raising and, I believe,

bilingualism wi1L enable collaboration. -for to bring about

97.

I

P.

radical changes in Australian society generally, and the education

system,particularly, there is:loing to be a need to deVelop and

bu'ild coalitions, of the powerless and, in this,particular case,
).

.-

ot.the ettini6 groups. '

. -%.

Ethnic groups whether they be national parent oouncils

as at Brunswick, Migrant Worker Conferences, ethnic organiOetions

like the Turkish, Islamic Assocatioh or the.Greelc

Orthodox community must beogbncouraged to develop. Coalitions

must be built: It is suggested that the acid test of whether

+.;
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a group has plawer-ls dts papacity to require the tdtal community

. .

to share whatever.fac'4ities as pocistwithall the children, It
4 4,

is quite evident that migrants lack power for it has been made

suite clear to them'that accommodation mill. not be shared; 7D pek

cent of present accommodation retaxdsmigranteducation programs

Take the Victorian situation witp one of the great scandals related

to the demountable. classroom program for the teaching of English.

A program designed by the Federal GoVernment to piovide nearly,

one million dollars worehlpg. special classrooms for migrant

education has been rejected by the Education Department of Victoria.

It is quite evidenp that'accommoaation will not be shared. The

same applies to.,teaching staff. Most of you will be familiar with

the lhter,disteibutedto school principals last year. This is an

official instruction from the Department:

"Teachers trained in-the teaching of English as
foreign lestguage have other teaching methods: They
may not tiT used for migrant teaching if this leaves
unfilled vacancies in theirotherimethods"

q

t.r

It has been made quite clear to ,91-thnic groups that too often

their culturalsheritage will not be recognis ed. It is quite,clear

that those in control will not make available television and radio
-

time. Remember Michael Cline told you last night that up until

four months ago' prograths on radio and television were permitted

""Ps,
only 2.5 per cent of their time in foreign languaqe. What he

vr 1. Oa

'

'Oa
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Those who hold Obwer are extremely reticent to move at

any of these levels: power to make decisions.; pow r to controls'
.

1:

power to direct, is rarely given, it must; be taken It is only

e

44,

4 ,

Omitted tosay was the Act also stated that of the 2.5 per. dent;'

1..3: per .cent had,- to be. in EngliSh7. There had to,be an English

expranatio whit was being said. As Michael'dlyne tiointe>4-
.

out, the change of that Act'has done nothing for ethnic group

in Australia.

O
.

4

too evident that the-school system consists of a powerful secure

hierarchy. the qUestion we need Mask is, whether or not

'Alingia11ism, 411 enable br will `play a signifidant role in

'building coalitiOns OCcommon interest-,among ethnic gtoups to
"4

%
ensure that there is-a radical shift in the distribution of.
powei?

IP

Bilingualism does. exist. i believe that bpingual;

...

programs,- bilingual innovatio4s a4creative attempts to come

to terms with the demands of migrants themselves. They have

'

u

a right tole:mind, they have a right to ensure that their.

demand are met. They have a right to expect that educationists

.1

will supportthem. They have a right to demand that their

t

education system will reflect their diversity.

4



Hopefully, bAingual/bicultukal programs will assist

.confrontation, consciousness raising and collaboratiori 'Ethnic

9.00.

groups are
4
powekless, you arle-the powerful. 'Such provems.lend

.

'themselves to confidence building and identify-discovery, they

lead to security and pride% , Ethnic groUpa have a right to

active participation in planning 'the conduct of such programs..

They-have the right to the co-:operation and assistance of the

professional eduCator.

MaYbe, and ;'say maybe, the conference is not.a very

good beginningil we take participation seriously. As I look

around it seems, that we are made-up predominantly of professional
,

educators and we run real dangers of professional navel gaziig.

Let us continve to ask, 'Wbat school policies should be 'adopted'.

But let tisaisO ask, 'Who should decide, and how:.

C
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The following papers were presented as part Ofra posium on:

BILINGUALISM AND COMMUNITY COMMITMENT TO SCHQQtING

A

The speaker.; in order were:

Leslie Claydon. Chairman's introduction
, t -

,

4Derek'Fowler Australian involvement

Tony Knight Cultural pluralism in community context

Patricia Pablete

ti

Reflections'on bilingual edUoation

- 0 o

4"A. -,,-
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CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTION*

'Leslie-Claydon
.4!

103.

Let me begin by introduoing.the members 'of this symposium.

Patricia Pablete is a teacher at Collingwood High .School; Derek.'

F9Fler is with the Department of Education and Science in

nberra; Tony Knight is a fellow colleagueT of mine here at La

Trobe University.

In .his paper, Michael Clyne imprOded upon us. that

bilingualism is a fact of life fora great many children in our

,,4 ,

The same point was made by Alan Matheson this moning.'
r i

s it is' worthy of mend:4n, that this has been a central .' .

,
A

understanding informing the'l...Crk of the teams formed under the
,--,,

..o..p.

Educational Ila Force,Projett cf this Schocil of Education, one
rt ,

such team having worked forits two year span of operation at

1 .
1 'i%

Collin d High School. There is, of course, a complementary

realise Chrand this has also been to the forefront of'the teams
' .00

as they hav4, addressed themselves to their tasks in the several
. :,/-*

.,..

schools in 1!;h h the project has operated. Mbnolingual+

presents R robiem where the language is not common..to the

teacher andrthe parent; where the parent lacks competence in

English and the teacher lacks competence in the language of

45the parent.

1.07

a
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As you may be aware, the La Trobe Task Force ProjeattL

4k,

1

104.-

socks to accomplish two main. objectives. ,It endeavoursIto_ :
4 .

. .._ .

. provide extensive and advanced level In7serviceqeaoher

education witha direct flow on from theoryjnto ipractice.-
le.

It also' hop to provide a school with a team of established.

and successf 1 professiOrnals who will work to a-task oriented

brief oiler years: a brief constructed in close consultation

with-the school andand drawn from the latter's goals and' ,

the, impediments encountered in the effort to acbieve theM.

In all of the schools in which we have so far worked we

have encountered the phenomena of cultural difference., Each
A

Of the briefs for the 'teams - constructed in the manner,I have

just described - has set this phenomena in the context of home-

schocil liaison: 'Now it is far too well stablished that

understanding, support and recip al action between home and

ischool is a first condition of educationaZ ,euocess for further, .

discussion to be needed"here. HOWever, it is worthw4le

noting what is to'be'meant by,reciprocity,in this respect.
!/

There must be a flow in both directions; from school to home

and from hometo school. the point was hinted at, by Bert
4 4-7: 4

Town:sena)in his' of,thepther evening. It will not do

r 0.17

.4 .
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a

(for the 1
explanations, initiations-and directions to flow olways

F<f

from,th school to the home,' This is particularly vitallwhen

_s ,t4.7thse.directions and so forth-ignore vor' dcount cultural

differences,

3
-.

We are-not; I- think, clear as yet as to the naturg,-And,

'.extent of the-role of schools in creating a true recognition)

of Australia as plural society. (I am assuming that

i
.

* pdperS heard at this ConferenCe alone leave no-lone n q ubt of,40,. ,, ,

. -4 . :

the simple fact that Australia is a plural, Society. Reognition

oVthe-fact is a different thing again of coUrse:-,,: so a.ras I

am concerned it involves active, and seriou consideration of

whatorganiSation and distribution of power and resources oUght:

to pertain as a consequence), One may recall at this time the

anecdote with which Marta Radcconcluded her paper. It

concerned an Italian boy who wished to identify himaelf with

Australia/but not at the price of rejecting the culture of his

-A Vrv,
Nr-0, Parents. How should the school equip him to achieve this?

Recall also Michael Clyne' mention of ethnicSchools to

4 which migrant parents send their ofter6rfwilling children. that

is involved if we assert that the state's system of schooling

1001.
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shouldcater forthe need which prPmpts the-parents to-do this?:

Is it simply a matter of aurriCullm content and of teaching

method? More importantly againyhat isinvolved in demonstrating

to migrant communities that their need is being met by theschools

of the state? What provision is essential to securing theseywo

distinct but inseparable ends?

Problems of this kind. have been salient!in.the Task Force

Project
-1

ver the last-three years or so,.just as they have for
00

long:before that for many principals and staff membersof school's

,such as those in'which the teams have worked. In starch of a

resolution we have had to look seriously at the insV.tutional

orientation of ths school and the nature of the teicher2s role.

tte
Do we value, admit and utilise the cultural capital of ethnic

'minorities or do we seek to refashion people by persuading them

to cash it in and exchanging it for some standad cultural

currency ?' Ts it enough for teachers to concern themselves with

the children they teach or must they act in a larger arena.?

A Section.of:the second 'chapter of the Karmel Report (1973)

comes down heavily in favour of community involvement in the

sollooling process It states that the, sch 1 as a formal

institution, separate from both the home,ana the world of work
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has shOwn'itself to be inadequate as a means of changin

patterns of social stratification. This is one way of arriving

at' answers to the questions posed above. In the report of the\
r

Collingwood Task Force team Open School: Parents in Limbo, (1974)

Kathreen Skeltqn quotes a teacher who provides another approach..

"You can assert tha, teachers have the sole. right
.

'to make key declsions on what is to be done in the

.

schools or you can assert that democracy is e,good

Athing: But you cannot have it both ways."

)

In another chapter of the report Terrence Dankert remarks' that

parent-tteucher interaction and communication appears to be at,

, necessary condition to involving the school in the community and

vice versa. AS I have indicated earlier, the matter, of

bilingualism an Anonolingualism i4 central to that possibility.
. A

A forthcoming publication 'The Urban School' (1974) focusses

on the work of the second .Task Force team of the La Trobe Project.'

In one chapEer June Engish strikes an interesting hiStorical

note which is opposite to Dankert's quoted remark.

04,
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"Students were told that they must speak Englis in

crass to counteract their unfortunate way of speaking
/

some foreign language, in the home, the yard .... All

efforts at communication with pareRts were made in

English. It is no wonder we rarely saw a parent."

All this and very,much more serves to underline that the

.central concern of this conference --;bilingual education is

not properly to 'boethought of solely in terms of particular

methodologies and linguistic themAes. As Alan Matheson

pointed out, we.deal with large social issues which havegreai

social and ethical impliCations or we merely'tinker with class-

room perfprmances. Bilingual education is not another trick of

the trade: which is one reason why this symposium is concerned

with school in relation to community.
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USTRALIAN \NVOLVEMENT

Derek Fowler

s)As this i a conference about the educatiori of bilingua

students before speaking on the involvement of the Australi"

Department of Education. in .the bilingual program for aboriginal .

.1

;*
children in the Northern Territory I thought it would be

'appropriate if Iogave you a -general pictume of the ov1 erall

involvement of the Department in t1ie language teachiniffield.

, . .

The Australian Department of. Educatidn provides,advice to

the Government on matters oopcerning language teachir\Nhich a,re

referred to it.' A8 a consequence it is.directly involved in

the English progams.for ove rseas students, programs for migrant

children and programs for migrant adults as well' as providing

advice and assistance in the teaching of, English to aboriginal

Children. In addition it is required to prepare and supervise

the administration of English language tests forilkverseas

qUOdents, adult migrants who wish to do accelerated and intensive

A4 4
courses and young people who may wish to enter naval college or

,certain other Commonwealth departments.

As this conferenCe is mainly concerned about tike situation

o inigrant children I shall first outline for you the Australian

Education bepartment's role in this area, as well as same thoughts k

I

.114on the teaching of migrant languaes.

I
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It should bejunderstood

responsibility for the migrant

portfolio of the Minister for

responsible for the progkam's

that the funding and the overall/

education program rests within ;the

Immigration- and his Department
is

development. . The 6epartment of

Education assists the Immigration Department by preparing Coarse

Materials, by giving advice and assiittance in the teacher train-

ing programs as well as providing a testing service for thsadulit

students as has-already been mentioned.

The Department

write the following co

)

is esentl/Writing

9pOrs for

age of eight, a enriq

an 8-12 year 'o ourse and another for the

ent Course

or is planning to
4

children below,,the

for childrep over 10,

r

over
4
12 age group.

gard' to the teaching of languages i thsschodls 'thff
1

for EducatiOn and the Department hold the v cw-that

ages of the predominant' migrant grInPs Might be introduced'.

s electives at/the primary and lOwers6condary levels in schools

of high migrant density and that these subjects could be made'

available for all children.at those schools.

Where it is practicable and where apprdpriate teachers are

available these subjects CoOld be introduced as optional electives

and be made available for a limited number of sessions per week.
Le
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'r In a school where there i$ a predominance of Greek and

Italian children courses in Greek and Ithlian language and

culture cosl.d be introduced. These subjects would then

be available to children Of English-speaking origin as well

as, to migrant children.

1

An advantage of. such a program would.be the presence

4n school staffs of.teaChers fluent in the langualqiisof the

.predominant migrant groups: There would thus be available
4

a.ready means of communication between suph children and the

schdol, which...could minimize the culture'ustiock" at presdnt

.

experienced by some incoming migrant children. Another

advantage could be that the speakingiof a foreign language

would be made more respectable and, as a consequence, migrant

children woul be encouraged to retain their mother tbrigue:

irrespective of whether their particular language were

aVailable at that schoOl. This could reduce child-parent

conflict in the. home. It should alsq encourage ,English-

speaking children to take up a foreign language, thus helping

to achieve a better general cultural- awareness and Cross-

cultural understanding. The introduction of such languages

to the school curriculum should certainly help demonstrate

to migrant Parentb that their-own language and culture are

valued in the community at large.

p
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In the early stages it Might be possible for education

11.

authorities to'utiliSe the services of :first or second

generation migrants already employed in. schools. Ip the long-

.

term education authorities might con sider recruiting trainee

.

teachers with fluencyin one or dore migrant languages.

c

1.

In the matter cf,bilingual education, the Department

maintains an open mind, and is prepared to' listen, in order to

benefit from experiene elsewhere.

Unfortunatelvi it is not always oossible to draw an
A

exact parallel, on theZ3pcal scene, with thepexppriences of

'other countries in the field of bilingual edudation. In the

United States ,for instance, bilingual schooling has been .

measure, of homageneou irbfacilitated by the existence, in 145ge

ethpic communities. This is by no means always the pattern

in Australia.

Situation in the,!Northern Territory.

In the Northern Territory, some liMited qegree of/homp-

9.tionsgeqpity exists and,.following the report and roc°

of an Advisory Group , which said:

"(A bilingual approach) is the approach which makes

most sense, not only to the educatio /and

linguists but also to the Aborigin 1 p ople them-
:

selves,"
(2)

the Department has implemented in thy Northern Territory the
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o

first of 4 number of umodels","for bilingual adudation.4
.

Bilingual Education Northern Territory's First Model.

"The first model is "appropriate for schOols in which

there is a single Aboriginal language acceptable to the
1

community and that language has been analysed and

recorded by linguists." (3)

Implementing Bilingual Education in,Northern Territory.

In'1973 bilingual education was introduced in 5 schools

114,

in the Northern Territory: aVe
-.

1. Are'onga,

'2. Angurugu,

3. .Goulburn Island,

4. Hermannsburg,and

5. Milingimbi.

TAe program was implemented at the preschool and

_infants 1 levels, and will go on developing sequentially

throughout these schools.

Implementing Bilingual Education: How Effected.

The children's own 44nguage is the mediumof instruCtiqn,

English being studied initially as a foreign language, while the

children are being brought to a stage of literacy in their native

language. Then the literacy skills are transferred to Engliph.

11 8
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The';ole of English changes when, perhaps ih the third

Olipor fourth year of schoolin4,'English'Olso, becomes a medium of

instrpction: Either language 4s now used as appropriate to

the subject -being :taught at the time. T e pupil's mother

tongue remains a subject in the.curriculum, i which - together

with the language artg.of his first language - the\abbriginal*

child 1 staboutoaspects of his own: culture:
7 It r

Fq419/4 and Beyond.

Whaello happening in 1974? Tkie five 2chOolS'-in which

the scheme waolnitiated in 1973 dow'feature bilingualism in -

(a) Pre-school
:

ti

I
(b) Infants I

(c) Infants II

Four more schools this yeak have begun the bilingual

program (in Pre-school and Infants I). They are

1. Elcho Island.

2. Yayayi

3. Yirrkala

4. Yuendumu .

1,19
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In 1974, bilingual spiloioling hAs also been.commenced,

at the pre-sChool ldvel only, - at

1. Bathurst Island, and

2. Paounja

So that fcii-Mhl usg of the local language is now going

Nine different languageson in eleven different communities.
10.

involved.are nvolved.

Developing Literacy Materiels. ()

The development of suitable literacy materials represents

a major difficulty.' The problem is being overcome by having
ti

stationed-at the school linguists who. have madea full study of

the language.

These experts have already prepared primers and

associated materials for the sc4Ools in which the program

commenced in 1973. _Similar work Is- beinglione in the schools

being opened this year: 1.

This.work, of course, will continue as the children

move through the grades. Thus, a considerable amount Of

material will ge developed.'

120
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CULTURAL PLURAIEGM IN THE COMMUN1TY CONTEXT

Tony Knight

I think this conference has a couple of themeS that are

emerging. One is obviously language as a cognitive development:

it is the primary theme. The second theme that is emerging,

certainly with the last few -.speakers, the whole meaning of

what a multicultural society is about.)

Michael Clyne talked last night about the jack of recognition
L

by the Australian co unity of the notion of cultUral pluralism;

but Bert Townsend also asked a very interesting qUestion, Nhat

6-

.sort of society is Australia aiming ftre Alan Matheson also,

I think in a provocative way, talked about-the whole notion of

power/powerlessness, and the distribution of .those groups in the

Australian society,.visible by race, class, ethnic, and sex
.1

differences, who were powerless to participate within the full

social contekt of the community. There is, I suspect, no

general dialogue and no vion on a political,, economic and

social basis about what soft of a society we are heading for
"

and"what sort of a society we would like to see evolve. ,The

- tal' is often on hoW to develop a healthy economy, it is !lever

on what is necessary to encourage a healthy people. I think

that is a very important difference. In fact, I will argue

14 2 3 ?



that we exist inatitutionally,and particularly in decision

making practices, as.a monocultural society. This means of

course-the effective exclusion of social differences.

If we, are going to talk about changer social change-in a

society, which is happening dramatically to Australia at this

point in its history, I think we have got to discuss what Such

change could mean. We can take it in two ways. We can talk

'about attitudinal changes4-' or consciousness raiqing4 whichjs

very popular concept these days, ;.or we can talk About structural

changes. I am going:to argue that, while consciousness raising

and attitudinal chaniges are impc,rtant, there is a fundamentally

more important perspective which is structural change. Because

the structures of institutions contain the logic of how a people

. are encouraged to think and act towardy s other people.
e-

I want to make two points only the time Phave and

this is one of them. I \am going to argue that the institutions

in a society either exclude or restrict participation of racial
0

groups by procedures that,have become conventional, .a part of

the system of bureaucratic rules and rpgulations. It is this

logic of systems that is very irnp8rtant to understand. The

logic of systems Consists of the rules and regulations whic4

124
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people develop within the institutions we all move through, i.e.,

schools, the political systems, the economic system, and the

commercial world. 'The talk is often as Alah Matheson pointed
-

out, about cultural deprivation and environmental deprivation;

and, that certain people, particularly migrants; suffer from

.these maladies. I think we have need to challenge the modes of

lOic within those definitions and what they imply, particufarly

when such assumptions directly influence social policy and

Community attitudes.

I want to talk about structures in four 13articular

contexts. I want to talk about work,decision making practices,
O

due_yrocess and the procedures of law, and finally schools.

can't do justice to-any of the four in such a short period of time,

but, by strdctures I mean, the main social arenas that most of us
(

move through conventionally in a society.

Alan Matheson also talked very strongly about the world

of work and its relationship with migrants, (the bilingual and

multicultural population of,this society), particularly with

reference to the practice,of bringing migrants intethis country

as cheap labour.

tt,
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The word racism hasinever been mentioned in-this

conference and I am going to argue that such labour policies

have been racist policies, Such labour policies are deeply

imbued kth colonial concepts and ,in turn develop this, sort'

of'work rationale, they need to be thought, about very care-

fully. It is not just a matter of racial bias, it is racism.
4

It depends' hOW:yeali4Itageit and from,what cultural. perSpective

you are talking. If you are, talking to blacks, I suspect they

are going to talk about racism. If you are going to talk to an

Anglo, I suspect you might talk about cultufal bias', or

'work opportunity'.

The other point about structures which I think is

terribly important is decision making practices. Such decision

making practices in work, political, social and professional

groups define power in a very real sense. If we look.aroUnd

and see flow manylmigrants-dre involved in the critical decision

making of this community we find that there are very, very few.

Furthermore, if people. are denied access to dedision.Making

practices, they are also denied access to information and this

is part of the whole notion of Powerlessness - people who are

/'
'unable to gain access to information are unable to make meaning-

ful decisions. We have got to start talking about what that

means in pluralistic terms.

ti
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The Other process is law and order. 'What sort of

:-treatment do people have under a'system.that is essentially

monocultural and monolillgual in its understanding of the sorts

of groups that it serves? When we look at other countries,

particularly the American scene, and the host of charges Made

by Blacks, Chicanos, and native Americans, of unequal treatdent4

under the law, we may have reason also to question some of the

practices of law. amdssubsequent procedures in this country.

I am presently doing some research concerning juvenile

delinquency, anc recently camp across a very'interesting

.comment by a social workek, who had interviewed a father, a

'migrant father''as he was called, and the report read

... that he impresses as an extremely rigid
and angry man who, in spite of hisr4 years in
Australia, clings desperately to his traditional
culture patterns and projects his failure to
maintain them on to the Australian environment.'
He thus blames the customs, school and law for
not supporting him."

Now that wary, according to the report, a so-called example of

'cultural deficit4,,or 'cultural deprivation'. I argue

instead, that this is the comment of an,extremely perceptive

and concerned man, and I think he quite actively portrays the

symptoms of inst tutional powerlessness which he has experienced

in thi; country.

1.104.
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And finally, the institution of schooling. Some of our

speakers have discussed this issue in depth; I was particularly -

interested in Bert Townsend's comment last night on the whole

notice of 'streaming' andithe practice Of testing migrant children

S

in schools. So much of our present classification systems,

implement only Anglo conformity. Measurement procedures are
44

included in the bias of this process.

I agree with Marta Rado that the institution of a school

is iie problem rather than the reverse; rather than the kids

coming into school with a whole range of 'problems/ or 'deficits',

the-pro blem lies in the school 's inability to handle lose

differences, both cultural and social:

One of the interesting things that we fd when we look

a

at how the streaming procedures act, not just in terms of the

way students are ported into individual schools, or into various

groups, but also how we define those groups as special classes,
k

migrant education, and a range of other, jabels. I argue, by

the way, that separating children into these groups permanently,

' or even on a rather less than permanent basis, is a very

)

destructive process. We have examples, not ohly.in this

country, but also extensive evidence overseas that when we do

this, we segregate children and remove them from the main Stream,

`tv

1.1
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of the school life. .Thezlhfore, we deny them access to skills

(academic and social) which they need to survive later on in .

that school, It is one way of depriving migrant children from

gaining, full access into the&ucation system. ,But, when we

look on the Victorian system as a whole, into the tripartite

streaming system we have of private, high, and technical. schools,

(and now the community schools), - I call them the heads, hands

and hearts streams - we find an interesting process. Because,

I want to argue, it is not just that we have groups of. 80 per

cent and 70 per cent migrhnts in some schools but we have groups

of 90 per cent and 100 per cent Anglos in other schools, and itx

is the fact that these Anglo children are deniidaccess to the

cultural backgrounds of migrhnts that I'think is of equal concern.

It is not just that Mi§rants are disadvantaged from gaining access
4

to the institutions which we consider to be important in society,

but that Australian children are equally disadvantaged by being

denied access to information that enables them to understand the

sorts of rich cultural backgrounds, history, life-styles and .

language, patterns of other groups of people.

I think there are two distinct issues involved here, and

one such issue is a form of institutionalised middle class

1/41,29
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°ignorance that has been developed concerning cultural plural is

And, by the way, when we look at the population of private

schools in particular, where-there are obviously going 'to be

major streams of potential professional people moving out to

universities, and'eventuaily into the work force to assume

positions of leadership, (given the present curriculum flows)
4

we find students dismally ignorant of what c4itural. pluralism

is all about. This is becaUse they have been denied this

contact by the schooling procedures involved. ' I make the

distinction that they have not been educated, they have been

schooled, and there is quite a distinction between these two

8dncepts.

I was interested in a question from the audience last

night about primary schools. I have a friend who last ear

was teaching in a Fitzroy Primary School and I visited,
I.

regularly that particular school. There was a considerable

number of. Greek and Italian parents coming into the school at

recess and lunch time to be with their children, to bring

their lunches, and so forth. The teachers, as a whole, were
. 4,

very did urbed by this practice, they, questioned the right of

those, whom they defined as the 'black-on-black briciades,
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go into that school and be involved with their children.

There was no attempt to bring those parents into"the school,

honeitly and 4penly,to,disCuss with them and to understand

the sorts ofbackgrounds they represent; nor to understand

the frustration and powerlessness that those parents have in

a school situation where they are- excluded. h Or suspects1

that a migrant woman who doesn't speak English finds the

situation quite terrifying. The one involvement they have

during the school day is to be With their children and to

converse with them in their own language. A very important

dialogue. %Time and time again I'go into primary schools and

secondary schools, but particularly primary schools, and I am
-b. 4

horrified at the way in which the teachers perceive the 'black-

on-black' brAgade out in the scholl yard and misunderstand

them. I think this is a very important consideration because

A
it is one way of excluding people fpom institutions, andNthat

is what I mean by indtitutional racism. We have got to deal

with that one; and in the logic of our classrooms.; NOt.to deal

withthese issues is a cultural commitment to racial prejudice.

If we look at the range of primary schools throughout the State,

I am afraid this is often a frequent happening.

My last comments would be in support of my colleague,

Leslie Claydon. He spoke of the Task Force concept of trying
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to breakdown this institution]. dependency on a particular

logic, to try to get inside schools, work from inside schools'

for change, rather than work from our devotional research

chapels up here in these universities. We should try to get

inside,institutions, look to see the way they work, kook to

see the way'peoplethink, to juggle those sort of concepts

around, to demystify the cultural assumptions that.we have all
t,

been brought up with, Particularly if youhave lived in a

neighbourhood in a white house with blue shutters, on top of

the hill. The Task Force concept is an attempt to demystify

a whole range of those assumptions about ourselves and the way

we view the world around us. ,Also, it tries to integrate into

the.curriculum within school a range of histories, a range of

-backgrounds and differences; thus thosd differences will not

be seen as deficits. It is'too easy to talk about 'cultural
a

deprivation'. I argue that a five year old kid who can speak

two languages is a damn sight more skilled linguistically than

I, and I am paid Ito work n a university. Unfortunately, we

.too often tend to see th skill as 'cultural deprivation', or

'some other fancy name, and I would like to put question markt

about those,easily handled slurs and the labelling processes

that are placed on people because of glt procedure:

The other very interesting project that is going on in

the schools by the'way, is being run by anotheit colleague in the

132 Department, and that is tryini to bring people into the

a.
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teaching service who have European credentials. They are In

a teacher training situation here, Diploma of,Education program,

-and eventually they will go out into the schools. Now this

colleague has M t enormous difficulties in convincing teachers'
.

colleges and university training institutions that this concept

might be serving a much needed area in off teacher recruiting

procedures. Such procedures have been traditionally mono-

cultural in practice. I might add here, that the EdUdatiOn m

Department of Victoria, particularly the past secondary Director,

. has been extremely co-operati'e in supporting the Task Force

concept. But we do have a couple of programs going herp, and

I think that they are very important.

So, my last'point would be that teaching is, in a sense,

a political consciousnes's towards these issues. Reaching is not

just a matter of being an efficient technician. I argue that

technical competence is very important, but rational perceptions

towards the political, economic, social, and ethical ramificatiOns

of education are also critical. This includes the notion of what

sort of a society we are iloking for, what sort of a vision we

have for the 13 plus million people living in this society. One

could argue that one might not know what this society .is going to

133
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look like but we can argue about what we,ould like it tp look

like, and that dialogue would include everybody, with all` those

diffrences,language, culture and lifestyle.
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REPLECTIONS'ON BILINGUAL. EDUCATION

Patricia Pablete.

There are only about four points I would like to make..

I' have been thinking about these over and over again during

the last few weeks, ever since I knew I was going to speak to

you.

The first point is that, in,my opinion, education is.a

continuous process not just a process that starts when,we are

3 or 4 or 5 years old and finishes when we are 15 years old.

If I were to be asked where I would put the emphasis of human

resources and economic resources in this long continuous process

of education, I would say that,I would put them in the earlier

years of development in the pre-school and primary school years,

I would also like to see something done in the 20 to 30 year

old bracket, and,in the 50 to /0 year old bracket. I don't

agree that we should only be thinking of the adolescent_and

the child as the most important consumers of education.

I think that if we are to do anything with children, especially

with migrant children, we should start with the parents, and

even the grandparents, because in ttie countries of origin of

theschildren grandparents and other oldei members of did
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community are -.very important: Most of the probleMs:that the

children have;- and which we cannot solve, arise from all these

people'and we are not-reaching them in any sort of way.

Perhaps we are trying to teach them English but that is about

all.

/My Second point is that; in my opinion, bilingeal

education is a feature of a multicultural approach to education.

If we really want to' see a multicultural society, we would have
for

to be just as committed in persuading non-migrant Australian

students to understand and become acquainted with other cultures,

as we are in familiarizing migrant students with the Australian

culture. I think these'two things should be done simultaneously

if we are to take bilingual education seriously.

4

My third point is that no matter how expensive youx

equipment is, what Modern methods you have, and what beautiful

books there are,,education boils down, in my opinion, to human

relationships.
fi

Jiiiman'relations are sUbtlepartiCularly

between people'who are different,, who are strantaers. Perhaps

one of the things that is really stopping us.in relating to

our migrant students is not so much the language or a lack of
0

.information but the apprehension that such relationships

1 3 ,



might' bring about change.

relationship with a person whom we do understand" whom we know

and we like. It is another matter to establish a-relationdhip
. :

with people that we do not know anything about

as teachers, we feel that this is our mission.

do> we want, for example, the student to' know the difference/

between' an equilateral triangle and an isoSceles triangle?

But if we really do feel that we want to establish relationships

with people, are we well equipped in skills and abilities to do

so ?. Sas ahybody told usf how to achieve this? , Have all they

colleges of education, for example, taught is any skills that
social workers have, that priests have? Are we aware of this?

Shouldn't we perhaps, be asking to be taught these skills?



COMMUNICATION INTERFERENCE AND BILINGUAL GROUPS.

Rede Lar .

r

My paper concerns a broader approach to bilingual

instruction in that I take language to be just one element in

.the complex human communication Matrix..'I am more intereeted

in how diffrent modes of communication work together or dis-

jointly during the transmission of a message. By modes of

communication I mean the primary senses of touch, smell,

taste, sight; and hearing. All or various combinations of

them are often signalling information,limultaneously,,during

a communication transaction. For instance, I might answer

another person's question with a positive head nod While I

Verbally reply with a "yes".

However, the different modes do not always compleMent

each other. The signals are not redundant with regard to

the one-message. For example, the message may, be conveyed

with a negative statement while the head nod remains positive.

In14other words contradictory sensory. signals. about the same

intended message may be generated by the sender which

;;.confuses the receiver. Consequently, the intended message

can be Interpreted in two ways. And this is communication

interference.
Irk
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TranSmission of a message does not imply that the

signals are complementary; they can be contradictory as

shown by the above example; the visual and verbal signals

are incongruous. Hence, incongruent signals may be defined
o

as two or more sensory signs prodi,,ed, coincidently but with

oppositional content so that the message can not always be

understood, Even if one signal is much stronger than the

other, the receiver will generally have a less definitive'

or vague'conception of the sender's true intent.

So what application does communication interference

as previously defined (incongruent signors) have for

bilingual studies?

Since dilemmas,dan occur, between native speakers

during a communication sequence, one can predict that

communication interference will more than likely increase or

be magnified when non-native (migrant) and native speakers

engage in communication. This se ms particularlytrue for

the bilingual during second languag learning if he comes

from a culture whtth shares very few similarities with the

new one. At this time the bilingual mainly concentrates'

upon the verbal. He is intently involved with the basic

vocabulary, syntax and grammar of the secondAAnguage.



F4rmal instruction is limited tq these aspects of language.

proper. His instruction does not include other sensory cues

or signals associated with the'new'language. For example,

..he gets no explanation about eye contact behavior for sendern.

dnd receiver. In other words bilingual instruction does

not entail such important items as listed by Scheflen (p.90,

1972).

As thepeople of Europe and Asia have come-to the

United States, many of them have qnicklyadopted American,
.

dress, vocabulary, and certain customs, at ledst in public.'

But the acculturation of interpersonal spacing,.gesticulation,

and vocal qualities of speech comes m ch more slowly

possibly because these behaviors are unconscious and are not
'1

formally taught. As a consequence; the original patterns of

gesture and spacing remain-until roughly the third generation.

So the ethnic background of most migrant grandchildren can

still be guessed by watching their'spacing and gestures.

For this reason" language learning should perhaps take

on a more generalized approach to communication rather than

solely written language. tonflict and communication inter

ference would,seem to increase because

which is what Scheflen reiterates (p.94 j1 72)e

f instruction



When people have come from different . ethnic

backgrounds, they can misinterpret each other's

gestures and nuances of metacommunication ...I

Different interpersonal spacing between members

of two cultures may lead to hurt feelings and

va4e judgments.

%.

He cites for example the Black movement behavior
0

interaction between males necessitates less face looking as

this is considered rude, whereas White Anglos normally look

their listner"in the eye". So essentially cohflicting

signals will multiply because the language learner is un-

,

cons ious of his, `for instance, Italian body langpage

/
whic interfere with al English body language that

Australians see accompanying spoken English.

Without this preparation in.pther sensory signals

the migrant's general communication success may be radically

altered even though his speech is proper. Bilingual

education has failed if the overall communication rappOrt

Of the migrant has decreased. This seems particularly true

in light of recent results of psychological investigations

carried out by Albert Mehrabian (p.43, 1971) and Michael

Argyle, et al. (1971). Both researchers have tested

4,4 2 1
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communication cues in social interaction in which sensory

/
signals were incongruous.

0.=6:

According to the two findings, people deCode.

cbmmunication messages containing inconsistent signals by

giving pridrity to facial expression (55%), tone of voice

(38%) , and words (7%) . Obviously language is not the

only or the most important communication' signal according

to these psychologists.'' However traditional second

language learning programs have been,lakgely, if%not totally,

.oblivious to improving non-language communication skills.

Thus, communication skills are still restricted to speech

and-its syntax, morphology and semantics. Primary skills

.

that have been:proven to be valuable such as movement

behavior, i.e. facial gestures, and paraIinguistics, i.e.

tone. of voice, remain outside bilingual instruction which

4,

seems somehowdefeating the purpose of these programs, for
y.

good language skills, in the restricted traditional sense, -

do not mean good communication. And herein lies a serious

criticishof pi4ingual instruction; there is an over-

emphasis on the "word" and what constitutes good Standard

English. It seems over cerebralized educators have mit-
.)

taken the true,purpose ofvtheir profession. The priwy

function of education should be" the dissemination of

knowledge. In order to accomplish this goal a basi

:..AL



foundation in good communication and rapport is essential.

Furthermore, this rapport is not limited to language that's

only part of the communication sequence.

" bilingual educationS to expand.

It is time tor

Often good-intentioned educators and linguists lose

track qf reality in their efforts to help the migrant with

his sole problem - as they see it - learning to speak Englibh.

Their efforts are sometimes pointless iiCview of Migrant,

problems. For instance,.they will usually take the position

that unless a migrant speaks Standard English he will never

enter into the higher rungs of the economic-social strata.

Their assumption seems plausible. However, reality is that

some migrant groups in Australia such as the Hungarian-

Australian group'already-had a high position in education

(upper middle class) before they arrived in Australia. Many

have entered their profession here without speaking perfect,

Standard English; they speak English with a Hungarian

accent; A'et their social-economic status is higher than the

majority of native Australians who lack a tertiary degree.

Less than 2% of Australians have a tertiary degree; so if

educators equate education with "high" status it,seems that

migrants already have a higher status than 98% of Australians.

despite the fact that they do not speak standardihglish.

5
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Also, this assumption that educator's esPbuse- gbod

Standard English (spoken) means high economic social status.can .

be seen to be discriminatory and hardly an accurate'proposition

for several reasons.

First, the migrant who has immigrated to. Australia after

his eighth birthdate has already mastered his dominant language

which is generally non English excluding migrants from the

Cormtinwealth countries. Along 'with this language comes its

paraiingaistics or such things as rhythm, intonation, etc.

Beyond the spoken language he has also mastered the movement

behavior code within his native culture. What this means it

that rhythmic patterns of "how" to talk which is not to be

confused with "what" he says and "how" to move which'is not "what"

to move has been learned.

SIP

In my dissertation (Lar, 1973) I. reported that five-week
.04

# old infants,babble and move in'a rhythmic manner that corresponds

to the spoken language and body language of the mother.

surmised i.9 the work that quite, likely neurophy4o18gical brain

mechanisms are responsible for the synchronization of the pre-
.

verbalizatlion and movement behavior of the infant. :4-f this is
4

the case, it would appear that migrants my_have

problems wlth the. new English rhythms and Australian movement

that may never be overcome in the sense 44f complete mastery. of

English paralinguistic or Australian parakinesic communication

:features. 146
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Plasticity of the brain decreases with age. Soit Would

seem that the migrant whose.first language is Greek, for example,

may speak English with a Greek accent or Greek paralinguistic

features.

Due to neurophysiologicaldmappings of the brain, set

'ready at five weeks of,age, the migrant is Unlikely to. ever
.4,

fully master spoken'Standard English (not the,syntax etc. but the

rhythm)or the parakinesic features of Australian movement behavior
,

(force, timing, spacing). And this often seems to be the case as

previously noted by Scheflen that migrants have grandchildren that

/ still display, in this instance, the native Greek rhythms and

gestures.

Yet, educatois maintain that the first generation migrant

must speak Standard English which appears highly impossible due to

the timing servo-mechanisms of the human brain. Again, the

educator ilkexpecting and demanding the impossible. And what does

this do to the self-', esteem of the migrant - the self-esteem that

ibm'must have to insure good communication? What does it do to the

MOlant family when migrant children correct the "funny sounding"

non-Standard English of their parents as their teacher's correct'

. them? Educators are creating problems not solving them.

Secondly, proof that there is a one-to-one correspondence

.between Standard English speaker and his or her high,econoMic-
V 1 I

*.0' 4 ff.

$

4
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social status hat never been documented., 'Beyond this point, why

should the teacher or:administrator,dictate wfiat socio - economic

status a.migrant should have? Why should,the White-Anglo Saxon

Australian tell migrants and impose on them their,valdejudgment

that working on assembly lines in automobile factories is debasing? -

How is this opiniated and'biagOd educator going to raise the self-
.

0
esteem.of the migrantAty denouncing the migrant's livelihood

which he may in fact.be very proud of? Did the educator ask/the

migrant,. first, if he enjoys his work-and is satisfied witiCit

before condemning it?

Furthermore, causal relationships between Standard Engliih

and high social status is hardly forthcoming in view of dialectal

variations of language in various countries throughout the world.
1

' For instance,'geographical pockets within the United States have

various dialects. There is the New York, Boston, and Southern

dialects for instance which are named after the general location

where-they are spoken. These are considered to be non-Standard

English dialects in the. U.S., however, the people within the

regions dO not exhibit. a substandard economic,-Social status. Like-

wise the dialect spoken in the Southern section of the United

States as in Birmingham, Alabama illustrates the low correlation

between spoken dialect and status, for this city reportedly has,
,v,

one of the highest ratio of millionaires for any major city in

fit

the country; the dialect spoken is Southern not Standard English.

141



The latter dialect is indicative of the Mid-Western States which is

not recognized as the area with the higheA socio-economic standard

of,living.

Thirdly, many times educatorS and language specialists in

their. sincere effort to improve the migrant's status are really

counterproductive. Fre /uently, one hears an educator comment

that the only way to

is through the magic

become the corporate

insure that migrants achieve "higheru.'status

of StandardEnglip. In other. words to

executive the newly arrived Turkish migrant

0

should take a crash program and master Standard English, therefore,

.he'll never have to work on the assembly line. After all

educators - the 2 per cent intellectual elite in Australia have

decided that assembly lines in factories are the root of all evil -

espeCially the migrant's. Assembly line work is menial, degrad-

ing and ghettoie4ng (whatever that, is - academicians are

interested in rhetoricInot definitions). So upon arriving in

Australia the migrant is told that unless he speaks Standard English

he will never have status which is ridiculous- Everyone has

status. Better or higher status is strictly value judgement.

It seems unreasonable and preposterous f ,4academicians to
r

formulate opinions about this or that job being better than another.

And then, in the name of intellectual authority, impose their view-

point on the unsuspecting migrant and his children. Doomed forever

148
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everytime_they utter a word, 4 seems' that the self-respeCt and

dignity of the migrant assembly line worker or anyone.else should

be taught - not 'the opposite 7 the biased elitest's viewpoint.
. .

Does degradation begin_in,the.bilingual program?- Quite likely

many of the migrants enjby theirjobs as much as the educators

enjoy teaching. Value ludgements in the ciassrooteSuch as the .

,

above is generating problems for the Migrant, If Australians want
a

WA
automobiles, then, they need assemgly.lines that's a fact not a

myth. If certain job conditions on the assem 'bly line are de-

humanizing, change the conditions but don't condemn the status of

the job which is underthining the self-esteem of those whq, make an

honest and valuable contribution to society..

A more insidious and, subtle form of linguistic-discrimination

and biase'S'enters the overall work force. Educators are responsible

for the tests personnel uses to assess a job applidant. EVen if ,*

the candidate writes and spells in good, Standard English, when the

migrant speaks he can't hide. his Yugoslav or Polish accent or

conceal his Yugoslav or Polish movement behavior which has earlier
I.

said to be more important than the actual syntax and semantics or

speech proper during cothmunication. 'Tersonfiel and society have

emphatically been.told that Standard English is the "appropriate"
tir

dialectoto.speak, so,-6bviously the migrant is not up to par. And

as stated previouSly- it is a condition he may-not be able to

change. So are educators helping migrants and their status?

149



It would appear that the educator's demands are more damaging than

beneficial;

r
Consequently, it seems more feasible for Ipilinpal a

instruction to incorporate an expanded progra, based on human

communication. Tolerance or good communication - not Standard

English - should be the primary goal in these programs. \There is

no, place in education for value judgments and unattainable demands.

Dignity and self-respect of the individual revolves, on human

tolerance. To achieve this goal instruction should contain

information about-non-language cues such as movement behavior and

cultural values. The approach should be interdisciplinary. Thee

format might include instruction in movement behavior, proxemics,

and semiotics. The proposed expansion of bilingual instruction

is not meant to replace'current bilingual practice but complement

it. There exists, today an overemphasis on verbal communication

which needs to be supplemented with visual communication.

Psychologists claim thatwe remember about 20% of what we hear,

40% of_what we aee, and 70% of what we both hear and see.

Bilingual programs should take advntage of efficient learning
0

techniques and provide visual data with language instruction.
ft

) Finally more interdisciplinarian content in bilingual Instruction

can alleviate the verbal tyranny mentioned in,the following quote

from Dominic La Russo (p.3, 1971):

150
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"In our own time much is heard about the. communication gap

between sub - cultures;.- races, parents arid children. If it

exists at all, tNis_gap may well be the product of too

much rather than too little communication; it may derive

from a kind of intellectual pollution produced by an otrer

emphasis upon verbalization in all phases of human affairs.

We tend 4o think and act as though there is a one-to-one

relationship. between verbal activity and effective human

- interaction, between wit a teacher says and what a pupil

learns, between what a lawyer articulates and how a jury

decides., Yet, the evidence needed to Support such a

belief is not now available. It may well be that learn-
.-

ing, persuasion and geneKally effective interaction take

place in spite of rather than because of verbal activity)!

151
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The 'following papers were presented aspart of a Forum on:

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

The speakers in order were:

Gavan Boyle Prahran High School

, Shayne Boyd

Max Peter

June Engish

Princes Hill High School

Coburg High School'

Brunswick Girls' High School
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Gayan Boyle

Teacher Prahran High School

I am not particularly involved with the bilingual

program all the time, there are oth4r teachers, butI was

asking students, for the purpose of this conference, what

they thought of it. I can't quote verbatli what an Arabic

speaking student, 13 years of age said, because he has been

in Australia for only seven months and it was rather difficult/
=A

extracting information from him.z But, to paraphrase it, he

said, "I read the Arabic Booklets" I-said, "Whin, and he looked

at me as if to say: You silly fool for asking me such a stupid'

question.

"Because it is my language",,he said.

We11:I was silly wasn't I? And, I asked later on, "What will

happen when you do understand the English book? Will you read

t

the English booklets alone?"

"Half anc half'', he said. "Then -I will be Able 'to speak

two languages/7!)%

I think- tY at does summarize what I have to say: The students

need a sense dfpelf-respect, and bilingual education to me,

at reast-as fOir as theory is concerned, is one positive way in

154



which we can give students that sense of self-respect. But,

as a practising teacher, I have found difficultieS.

'The difficulties I have found extend only over the

last three to four weeks, andthat certainly is not long enough

for me to draw many conclusions.

Firstly,a backgroundtoPrahran High School. We have',

over a thousand students at the school and the curriculum is N

fairly traditionally structured. The migrant program works

basically on a withdrawal system where students are takenxom

subject areas as 1png as the teachers will not moan and groan

and swear and curse at the migrant students' absences. rn terms

of bilingual work done in the school, three years ago there was

a course where students learnt Greek but that was abandoned because,

to quote the teacher who ie"still at the school, "I dO not:want

to teach that any more because I found that the actual students,

who come in have stcliNa diverse range of schooling and skills

in the language."' So she was experiencing difficulties - she

was a Greek teacher - and she-was unable to cope with the

problem of teaching Greek. low, whether that is her-ptoblem

or our problem, is another matter.

Secondly, we do have some foreign language boOks in the

155,



A
library. The books which existed laSt_year, of course .

have flOated around and.ended up in migrant homes which

is a very good thing in my opinion but not so goodfor

/

he librarian. We spent a couple of hundred dollars

this yeat'on foreign language books and those books'are

very enthusiastically taken-from the library.

Thirdly, I have tried to encourage students to bring\

their own books along. Thers,are students who are willing

'152.

to do so. FOr instance, there is a Form 4 lad (aged about 15)

who comes from Venezuela, and'he brings along Spanish science

bo6ks and when he is bored or frustrated wi second language

learning he reverts to doiN some science. ire is working kith.

form 1 students (aged about 11) as well as with Form 2,3, arid 4,

so it is rattier a difficult situation.

Fourthly, at the school there is the Multilingual

Project which was. begun only threetD four weeks ago. I

decided that the beginners in English would be an interesting

yroup, and certainly a deserving one, to start with; also a

Form 3 group.

The begilfers consiste$ of a group of eleven students

ranging from -Form 1 to Form 4. Before the bilingual program

was introduced, they sperii five periods a day in migrant

English,and one period in Physical Education. But now they

do attend classes, for 'various practical subjects, such as,,

a
15G



home economics, art, needlework, etc. That means

that the migrant education program has changed a lot over

the last three weeks, in which the bilingual program has been

in force. The students meet as a group about twelve times

a week, Which amounts to about eleven'hours. During. this

time, they usually do a little bit of formal second language

learning And then (perhaps for about half the time) they are

sent off to do other work from resource materials, such as

the Multilingual Project.

When I introduced the'Project to them they said, "Oh,

but what about our English?" I said, ' Look we will see-

how you go for the moment. You have got a lot of English

work at the moment, you are doing about 3 to 4 periods of

Eng -h a day. This will provide some variety and you may

even pick up some English from it. You just tell me after

a few weeks. Let's just try it out.' So, away we went with

the beginners.

The.Form 3's were more enthusiastic, most of them

go to Greek school and arf fairly competent in Greek,

They took on the project very readily. The reaction two

or three daysilater from the students who were saying "What

about our English?" was, "When'are we next going to do the

booklets?" So, their opinions had changed completely, they

1 13 7

gele.
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were efithusiastic. I think they were enthusiastic for a.

number of reasons, but most importantly, their minds were

functioning more than they had been in the past.

Previously, in the beginners' class there was a lot

Of friction, a hell of a lot of friction.. There were

three teachers taking that group of students five or Six

()
times a day. Each of those students was presentibg some

V

sort of disciplinary problem. Now, immediately, there

really was some degree of social interaction, there was a

r

heightening of morale of the students,, and their sense of

self-identity seemed to be coming to the fore, and they

IP%

were becoming happy. So, there was somethingpositive being

done at Prahrah High School. Fair enough, I thought, bilingual

education is the answer. But the honeymoon was over, SOme of

4' Ythe problems started to arise.

There are specific problems that relate to the program

and people who do not know th4.-program and don't know the

units probably won't readily appreciate them. I will briefly

mention -them and then suggest that there are solutions.

The solutions are up to the teachers, they are not up to the

people who develop bilingual materials.

Firstly, the structure of the unit I used (Communications)

. itself is very fluid, very open. Questions are worded, 'would

4. 158
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you like to'. 'What about suggesting ways in which you

could do such and such', and the students aren't used 'to

that type of question. In their English classeb they Are

asked specific questions and.they have to answer off pat.

In a lot of the school subjects at Prahran they answer,off pat.

(That doesn't necessarily describe other inner suburban schools)

Also, in their'ethnic schools they answer off pat. Now,

suddenly a flexible program arrives where they have to

refer to several booklets and a resource kit. They are

expected to work independently, and they become confused.

For instance, some Arabic speaking students were

classified by an. Arabic teacher at the school as being very

intelligent and very well equipped in the Arabic language,

but I found that they were not comprehending. I think it

was because they were not used to the structure. So h ,

teacher organising thin program, does have to bear in

mind this problem, and give the necessary support.

The set6nd problem is one of literacy in the

mother tongue. With the Greek students there were several

cases wher /they were not able to comprehend because their

ability to read Greek was limited. This was encounterd4 at

the school three years ago, as Imentioned at the begirining.

.15 9
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Teachers hhve to realize and bedome aware of these.

difficulties and take steps to counteract them and it.is

only the individual that can resolve these sorts of problems.

In summary, I\do honestly feel that the multilingual

Project will succeed at Prahran-High School but only if, the

teachers are prepared to put a lot into it. And I think

that any teacher who takes dp this sort of project must be

prepared to do a lot more work. A lot of work has been done

but there "is a lot more to be done /et.

r
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Shayne Boyd

Teach r

ts;

Princes Hill High School

at year at BrunSwick Girls' High School (this year I am

teacing At Princes Hill High School) we conducted a trial on

one of Marta Rado's Multilingual Project units. The reason we

conducted it was to find out the sort of problems the units Would

present to teachers and Students. We carried'through the unit until

its completion; this took about six months. It was a worthwhile]

experiment.

^
The students who participated were about a dozen Greek girls

from Forms 1 to 3 (11 to 14 year olds). They "ranged from two ,girls,

who were; virtually off the ship (or off\the plane) when we started

the unit, to a number of girls who had bien in the country from four

to five years. This meant that there was a range in their English

language competence and in their length of stay in Australia. Why

did we choose Greek girls? Initially, we felt that the school had

in-built support for Turkish and Italian girls,we had a Turkish

teacher and-Turkish language Molasses, and we had a number of Italian-
,

speaking teachers. and Italian classes. We decided that the-Greeks

weren't getting enough support from the school and so we started with;

the Greek program.



The unit was entitled "Sport", and it consisted of the
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usual multilingual format that Marta Rado has developed: that

is, it had.booklets (one in Greek and one in English) and a

resource kit. The girls were given a book in each language, and the

resource kit was made available every time we met. The unit was

,

designed to bring out the similarities and differences between the

two cultures. In this way we could start with the students'.

knowledge when we had discussions or presented them with new material.

They unit was also dedligned to introduce the students to certain

elements of Australian culture, such as'What, do Australians do at

weekends?' and 'Why is sport so important?'

As students worked through the unit the tendency was, first of all

to work solidly in Greek. All the discussions were in Greek. The

English was very rarely looked at. But, as we progressed through the

unit, zcme of the discussions began to take place in English and

there was a tendency for more.of the Students to refer to the English

text. The two booklets were used: there was a transference from the

sole use of Greek at the beginning to a use of both English and Greek

*as the unit developed.

In addition to the unit, we screened, in conjunction with

Brunswick Technical School, a number of Greek/Turkish films

at the local Greek cinema. This was particularly
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valuable in that it showed we weren't merely paying44._

service to the idea of valuing their culture and'lenguage.

We were actually saying, we will come to see your

films. We will participate. We ate not just. going to. show

you English films ". The'students respondedto, thia, as you

would expect. We also had seeSions of Greek dancing;." At

times, after working for, gay 35minutes the girls would

stop and all participate in some Greek dancing. I encouraged

them to bring along their records., It was a lovely end, to

a session:' Greek dancing was taught in the school in

,Physical Education - we were able to extend this.'lhe

unit also stimulated many discussions on wideranging

topics. My knoziledge of Greece and Greek culture

increased dramatically.

Evaluation of the unit.
o

It was a trial and we were ironing out certain difficulties

One of the problems we'-ericountered was that initi41y the
4

unit was, not4self-correcting and we had a mammoth=4ask trying :

to dorrect the students' work in Greek. I do not speak Greek

and we had no Greek-speaking.teachersn the school which meant,

we had to go outside the school to get correction and this

was a problem. As a result.we decided that a large part of

the unit should be self-correcting, so that, without a native

language speaking teacher, students would still get some sort
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Of-feedbaCk from what they were doing.
01,

Student, reaction

.Firstly, I would like to note the reaction of the

non-Greek students, Generally they clamoured for the

introduction of the unit in their language, especially the

Ar'abic-speaking students (Egyptian and Lebanese). They reakly

wanted to start and, in fact, often,camel around and read the

English versions and impatiently waited until the bboklets

in their own language arrived. When they did arrive, they

took them of and worked on them on their own until they

had caught up with the Greek students.

Secondly, one of the main'Thenefiti of the unit, when

used with a small group of students, was that peer group

learning was very much in evidence. I willc4te a couple

160

of'examples. We had a s4toen year old Greek girl who had

been in Australia for about five years. She was very listless

and apathetic. We didn't know why she came to school, and

neither,I thiple,<1 she. The didn't seem to be getting anything

out of school and yet she came. She didn't have much self-respect:

it had allbeen etpled away. WOrking with this unit, we discovered

that she had a very deep knowledge of Greek history and was

able to pass on this knowledge to the students who questioned her.

She became a valuable resource and..seemed to regain her self-respect;

1647j,
I
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Her whole attitude to school and. to her other subjects. changed.

I remember that her typing teacher came up to me and said:

"What has happened to Soula? Suddenly she is doing things."

. AN
felt that this change-was directly related to the fact that

she had become someone who was greatly valued and respected

by the other students.
0

The second.eXaTple was a much younger girl who

43°44was unab e to read and write in English. She found that

she wanted to dO the unit very badly. She had been tofschool

in Greece and so had some basic knowledge of the Greek

language in its written form. The other students helped her

trPmFtneloilly, She was able to write in Greek when she

couldn't write in English, and this led to her wanting to

learn to read and write English. The result of this

was that she spent. a Li-umber ur lunch times each week, 'Until

the end of the year -mlasn't just a st t term interest

a
reading with her form teacheir.

Overall there were a number of benefits to certain

individual students. Although we largely worked as a group

quite often I gave the unit to students who worked on them

individually. This was especially done with the newly-arrived

students and I think it was extremely valuable for them.

'Instead of studying only English all day, they could work in
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Greek - keep working, keep. thinking - not merely exist in

a'situation in which English was the only accepted language.

for work at school. Two beginners who used\he unit

"progressed in their acquisition of English remarkably.

V
rapidly. This Mayhave been due to the girlsbeing exceptionally

bright; but their progress was noteworthy.

Other stdents also benefited, including a group who

had beer. in Australia for a number of years but whose ability

to use the English language in writing was very .poor. Theiro. ,

level of conceptual development. was quite high but they

were unable to express themselves satisfactorily in English.

Their written English was similar to that of a five to seven

year old. When given the unit in English and in Greek, they

were able to express themselves in their own language at their

own level Of maturity. Reading their essays (which had been

translated into English), one could see quite clearly the

different standard in their English and Greek work.

suppose we were ensuring the continuation of their cognitive

development.
.0)

In summing up, I can ,say that working with the Multilingpal

Project materials was a very valuable experience for me,

and I think, for the girls too.



Max Peter
0

Principal Coburg Highspchool
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As I am not dirodtly involved with the teaching of. Migrant

English, and as we have been using the bilingual scheme in my

school for only a week or so, perhaps my task is to give a general

A
outline.of the situation at Coburg High School.

A.survey done a few weeks ago of 606 of our 670 pupils

showed that seventy per cent come, from "migrant families" - where

one or both parents were born outside Australia. Thirty-seven per

cent of pupils were born outside Australia, and about a quarter of

these have been in Australia less than five years.

4

Tie school is a "disadvantaged school," eligible fOr

Disadvantaged Schools Grant money, we are of comparatively low

socio-economic intake and a high, migrant population, and the survey

revealed that the largest group of parental.occupations was labourer

or factory worker. It also goes without saying that a high

prOportiOn of our pupils' mothers are working, and many of those at

home are minding pre-Achool children Of neighbours who are working.

We have a. small but steady intake of non - English speaking pupils,

this year a little smaller than last year; and this year so far

almost all have been -4ebanese, Arabic speakers.
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Our resources at the school consist of three teachers,

plightly,fewer than we.had last year (although I hope this

situation will be rectified). The three teachers, are-of.

excellent quality, with tremendous devotion to duty and they

Make the program work Within the limits imposed:on-th

We have a hofise, acquired by various means,adjoining the'

school. This separation from the main building is very handy

because children can be withdrawn from the school for greater

or lesser periods of time as necessary, and yet be in such close

proximity to the schoolground that they can mingle with the

mainstream of pupils for social contact. IfteacArs feel that

a newcdmer should remain in the annexe all day for several weeks

this can be arranged with no trouble. On the other hand, a-

child canjbe placed in with the mainstream for part of the time;

this can be done so that the child can return and be cushiofted

from the rude shock of such contact.

The house is equipped with such Commonwealth equipment as

we are entitled to, plus some money from the Disadvantaged

Schools Grant from ladt year, and, hopefully, from this year,

together with resources-secured by the schOol. Now, I must be

frank about this - our interest is, in teaching English to the

)
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non-English speaker. One simple' reason is that we have nobody

on the staff who can speak anything else but.Engllsh, except

one Italian-speaking teacher who arrivedthtS year, and is fully

engaged in teaching Italian and French.

The English we teach can be, I suppose, divided broadly

into four streams (and pupils may be involved with one, two,

three or four of these).

1. We have migrant English withdrawal groups 'for the non-

English speakers and all those at the lower end of the

"spectrum who can .be fitted in, bearing in mind that

Otee teachers cannot cover a great area because'of

the demandson them.

2. We have remedial groups (or at least we had - because

of non-replacement of a resigning teacher our Remedial

English teacher had to be withdrawn from this field

and placed into other. classes).

3. We have "Special English" - another form of Remedial

English for those pupils not taking .a second language
4

at Forms 1 and 2 (11 to 13 years old). It was felt

that pupils who were barely literate in English should

not attempt other languages at this stage, so we should
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give them more English. These groups are blocked on the .

timetable with Italian'and French classes at Forms 1 and

2.

4. Then we have "normal English" which in itself has to b'e

modified:because most forms contain a high. proportion

of migrant or under-achieving pupils.

When I talk of our problems, T Suppose you are not learning

anything you do not already know but I think it is necessary to

set them before ,you.

p,The major one is that of communication with parents. We

have not solved the problem at Coburg and I do not know anyone

else who has, except Brunswick Girls' High School. I do not seem

able to find a watci get'parents to school unless the children

are in trouble or they have a complaint - and this is not the way

I want them to come. Were I to have multilingual or bilingual

teachers on the staff, irrespective of what subjects they were

teachiqg, this would be of help. Were I to have a multi- or

bilingual social worker (or workers) from the Department of

Immigration this would be better still. These are possibilities

if one has the people with skill and time to do the job.
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. Our school is, by and large, equipped With staff on the

same staffing ratio as school& in North Baiwyn or any of the

"golden circle" Eastern suburban Schools, with the exception

of gaining"h couple of-migrant teachers. Perhaps I am not

being fair here, for earlier this year I applied for, and

received, two extra teachers for our specianeeds in. English

over and above our target. One lasted for two days., and the

other has gone on to short time. These are things that happen,

but the sum total is that we do not have enough people on the

staff to cope completely with what I see as a terrifying problem

at Coburg. It is not the child beingtaught at the migrant

centre, many of whom Are making amazing progress. The greater

(.1 problem is that of the child in the middle who is tailing between
.

two stools. Unable to be dealt with in the migrant centre, they

are still largely illiterate in English, largely illiterate in

th ir mother tongue; they have/not absorbed Australian cultural
x-

idd s,yet are in many cases ashamed of their ethnic origin. (Yet
.

this is not completely true - many are proud of being Greek or

Turkish, and this may be due to religious or Social'clannishness).

In far too many cases, Coburg'High School will turn them out when

they turn 15, and they are destined to become the second-rate

citizens that Alan Matheson spoke about this morning; they are

destined to be the faCtory fodder; they are destined to be unable
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to pull themselves up. I hope that their children can, or

their grandchildren. When I taught in the ta=Lern suburbs,

where migrant children were.rare, (or indistinguishable from

Australian pupils in English speaking ability) I believed that

the second generation would be all right. All that was needed

was that the Children went to school for a while and all would

be well. In two years I have learned a lot - / am now

pessiO.stic and think the process will take longer than just

the firstor second generation.

If I can get away from the emotion and the complaintS,We, at Coburg

accept the bilingual program adopted by us in the last week or

0- so because we are prepared to try out ideas that promise to

alleviate our situation. We can fit these into our scheme of

things. The limits of staff and time were also factors in

our trial of the program. Changing attitudes of staff

Acknowledge that there is a serious problem to be tackled, and

',A that this Problem is not just at the non-English-speaking level.

4
A couple of years ago, I think the attitude of many staff was

that "they aren't learning because they are dumb. They can

speak English, so they should be able to understand me",

without realizing that basic social spoken English does not

necessarily allow for comprehspliyaof school-room English as
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spoken by a subject teacher. lo'digress further, the change

--77f attitude came from the acquisition of the house. Once

you have onei you can ring up people and say "I have a house

beautifully situated for Aigrant English" an soon you have

teachers. If classes haire to be taken in .corridors or locker

rooms, migrant teachers who are wholly involved, as are the

two earlier speakers, and as I know my teachers are involved,

do not come. Once You have involved teachers, they talk to

others over cups of tea at recess and lunchtime,. and they alter

attitudes of other teachers so that there comes an increasing

'awareness of this problem of identity, of language, and'a

realisation perhaps that these. children have.an advantage

over us in that they do speak another language.

I hope that this bilingual program will tie in with the

introduction of Italian to Coburg this year as what I hope will

be the school language taught in the school, dominating or

perhaps phasing out French eventually. In addition to Form I

Italian, we are holding Italian classes after school for any

pupilwho wishes to attend them.-These classes are run by CO AS IT

(Comitato Assistenza Italiani). .Pupils are encouraged to attend

Saturday morning Aasses held. elsewhere and we are prepared to

give any group the opportunity of using school facilities for

classes. For example, at the .moment I think there may be -classes

1
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in Turkish held at the migrant eSntre on Sundays -"at least

eN
negotiations are under way. Perhaps through these classes I

may meeeparents who Aherwidewould never be in touch with me.

They rarely turn up, despite the efforts of a Turkish social

worker from the local oftrworked Psychology and Guidance Branch.

Now to the program itself. It is being tried Out on six

Lebanese girls. Why this group? Because they are the last

group to enter the school, and because they have been placed

in the one form for mutual help and support when they are not

at the migrant centre. We hope next term to run it in Turkish,

Greek and Italian.

There is some feedbtack already sathin the week. Some

parents have indicated that they are highly in favour of the

scheme, and this could be significant to success. If we can show

that we are prepared to/do something "their" way instead of jttat

in "our" way, links with the school may be established.

Other children are most anxious to get into the scheme, but

Nt4.
.

% extension, I-feel, poses problems. There is a need in the scheme -

ancillary staff or someone from the community - to check the work.

I know that the program is supposed to be self-correcting, but I

think that if a child i&iteil Something, someone needs to read it.

If it is written in English we can do this, but ig-in Arabic, an

to,
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Arabic reader or audience is needed. We.should be able to

1

obtain ancillary' staff to meet our needs, but where and how I

don't know. Disadvantaged Schodls Grant money specifidally

excludes.employment of ancillary staff. I don't know where

the money can come from; I don't know whether Arabic

volunteers ars available and this area needd to be looked at.

I think hat later we shall need many people' to assist with.

the program.

For the future I hoPe that we can extend the prOgram

into the classrooms in many subject areas. I hope That not

only our migrant 'centre will be involved, but migrant' centres

irfother schools in close touch with each other on the bilingual

program. Too many of us are scratching away in our own little

areas, solving problems the.hard way,and unaware that two miles

down the road they have Solved that particular problem. Had we

known this, we could save ourselves much worry and needless

effort. Thus close liaison and ancillary staff seem necessary.

We need people I would. rather have peoPle than equipment,

because eqUipmen't needs to. be programmed, operated and used by

people, yet people can teach language and values, offer help

and sympathy.



What is needed above all is a much greater awareness

in the community generally that there isImigrant problem. If

we donot do something about the problem, whether it be through

bilingual programs or welfare officers or whatever the solutions

are, we are going to create a society that I, for one., will be

ashamed to hand over to my children.. We are going to create a

,ghetto society, we are going to doom many migrants to the status

\ of seCond-rate citizens, and that is not'the sort,of Australia I

'want-tolsee in the future.

.e.

r.
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June Engish

Principal

173.

Brunswick Girls' High Soho 1

I read on the agenda sheet that I am going to talk. about,

Practicamplications. Of'what? So I. thought "Well it must

be the implications of putting theory into practice',.

First of all we decided that bilingualism was going to

apply to Austrailans as well'aa immigrants. An inner'suburban

school has not only migrants but also good old Aussies, 'and you

have to look after them too. They were going to be able to

learn Standard English-and they wereving to be able to learn

immigrant languages. \lifter all, if you work in Brunswick, 'if

you are working in a factory, then you have got to be able to

speak Italian or you are isolated. If you want to shop in a

range of shops in Sydney Road, then you need to be able to

speakimmignt languages. The major language of the Brunswick

society is Italian. But, of course, we want the kids to move

beyond the Brunswick society, or at least have the right to make

the decision to move beyond the Brunswick society, so therefore

we want them to know the standard variant as well as dialects,

which we don't denigrate.

.41

.We all have various linguistic styles. Each one of us

variea our words according to the occasion. So it isn't just
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a problem for migrants. The thing is we need.all these

'14

language styles to move in all areas of society.

It is not enough to say we are going to work on a Greek

bilingual program. We have got to know a, lot more about it,

I was sending out my letters to parents in formal GAek

(KatherevoUsa) when I should have been sending them in the

174.

colloguial,(Demotic Greek). There is also a lot of sensitivity

around the area of dialect. One parent, said, "Oh, my daughter

is not going to continue doing Italian. they teach them in

Central Italian and I ama Northerner".

I agree with those speakers who have said effective

communication is the important thing. Yes, communication is

the important thing in all sorts of subjectsthbOut all sorts of

content. As teachers, if we want to get a message across about

4
a concept, about an idea, then we will ham it, the kids will play

act it, we will mime it in drama, we will use all meanstto get

the message across. But it is not enough to merely communicate,

I think that we are going to disadvantage all our students un-

less we teach them also the standard language variant. It is

not necessarily better language. One had only to listen in to
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the New Guinea debate about which dialect_shonld be made the

official language to know that official language is ahistorical

accident. But we must face up to the, fact that the standard

Ilanguage is the official language. Standard English is'the

language of literature and the educated: So, if we are going

to function well, if we are going to get those jobs or go to

university, We must be able to speak standardEnglish. If

wer.are going to read the literature oflany country weffieed

access to the standard language. a

O

34 far as teaching the immigrant languagegoeS, the kids
h

.vb got to know the standard variant as well as usingtheir'
%

,dialects for dbmmunication in all sorts of ways, lf.they don't

6
AcnOw the standard variant they can't read the literature, thlik

Lcimn't get the jobs at the loda solititors typing out formal

letters in the standard language. -They have got to be able

to spell: It can't remain a spoken language.

QWe also believe all- students must be educated. It
, ...

sOunds funny hearing a Principal saying that doesn't it, but
.., -

.
.

.

t,
j.t is a neW,thing at Brunswick. ( Before we just felt that all

. ..4
. .

1

,: students should be taught English.
w

It didn't matter'if they
4. ,

were taught' nothing else.. Cut out maths - we don't get
0 a
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maths.teachers anyway. Cut out science - we don't get

4ience 'teachers anyway. We haven't got science rooms,

either. Forget all that. Give them arts and crafts?

They don't need words there. A 'keep them happy syndrome'.

'That's now out We are ashamed of ourselves for

ever having been patronizing and having thought that kids

4 'were congenitally deficient. We are-against withdrawals.

They are. _out too. They have gone. The kids were labelled.

We had moved them from the educational scene. They were a

damned nuisance anyWay. We were glad to get rid of them.

'But withdrawals are out. 'Now it ismain-streaM'suPPort.

Kids are going to he,educated. a,

Right! So you set up a main -streamsystem., How

, does that work?' For example, at/English time four forms

divide into sub-groups with as many teachers as required.

A
We try to match ap what the teacher has to give with'what the

kids need, but we make it so that it is fluid and flexible.
'4r

Because we-didn't have enough teachers we introduced

C.A.T., or Cross Age Tutoring. This is,a time when ,students

tutor other students. They do as part-Tag-their ordinary
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I

curriculum, they take C.A.T. as one of their options.. There

are about 90 students involved from Forms 6, 5, 4 and 3. They

can tutor their peers but usually they tutor y ger students,

including students of 'Vary school..

hour.
m

They are, paid by the

177.

If..you have got a diverse student range, and it certainly

is diVerse, you need more people involved iii the program.

.

Don't think you are going to get more teachers, because you are

+.0

not, so use the students. Sweated labour perhLps, but we are

paying them. Student tutors are taught how to teach and help

the students in the bilingual program. The kide have got

looks of involvement on their.faces and feel that they are

undetstanding it all and that they.are'doinThard work. The

. librian has noticed that more kids are borrowing books, that

the migrant students are taking home a hard'bobk in the

immigrant language usually, and lots of easy books in the

English ;anguage; whereas the Australian kids are doing the

reverse, hard books in EngliSh and easy books in immigrant

languages. Sq, there is a balanced situation and no one feels

getter than anybody else.

In a bilingual program, you want bilingual teachers With

methods all over the curriculum. You no longer want specifically
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0
a 'Greek teacher. You want a'Greek teacher whose methods are

maths. and science.. We have a maths. teacher who speaks Italian

and we would like to release her to float across the curriculum

so that she can help underachieving maths. students with English

language difficulties. The maths. teacher says, "She is g very

intelligent student.. She can.do the maths. It is just that

she cannot understand the linking words."

'

It is no good even thinking that you are going to teach

in the first language (and'maidy our bilingual program is used

with 65 Form I students) unless you have a lot of resource

material. You have just got to spend thousands of dollars on

the library, thousands of dollars.'
O

What we are trying to do is, not only to perceive

difference, but to really use it and-grow it to the point that

itbecomes a most superb advantage.'

We divide Form I students into forms according to-their

ethnic groups. We have a Turkish group with a Turkish form

teacher, their pagtoral teacher. She makes the home visits.

She can speak to the parents in their first language. An

Italian teacherparticipates in the bilingual program in the

same way. She gain communicate with the home. SheTan see

that the kids do homework in hgir first language.
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We were very concerned that we shouldn't create ghettos

in the school by dividing kidA into form groups on an ethnic

basis, so they only work in ethnic groups for ten peiiode a

week. During the other twenty they are divided heterogendusly 4

for drama, music, maths-.,unit studies, arts-4nd crafts, science,

and religious education.

We have Ethnic Parent Councils where the parents come in

and conduct meetings in their first language. The form teacher, .

the pastoral teacher is at those meetings. We run standard

language classes. We have a bilingual creche. We looked for

a leader who could speak Italian. I am employing a bilingual '

office girl who will do accounts.. She speaks Italian. She

can answer most phone calls. It is important not to have to

drag teachers out of class. You should hive bilingual staff

in the office. You should have bilingual staff in the

library.

We are quite straightforward and forthright aboutaying

"Yes, we are educating for careersand we are trying to credehtial

kids for careers". We are determined that the'full°4tange of

'career options will be available.to our students.
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We believe there is no implicit disadvantage in being

a migrant provided that teachers and schools dignify difference

and. develop new programs to utilize the vast cultural riches

of our extensive immigrant population and their offspring.

believe we are Mature enough to accept and ncoUrage cultural

pluralism. We should not ask people to cho se between equally

valid lifestyles. There is roOm for diversity.
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